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rho follo,,·:Lnc abbr-cv.i ct.i ona ~l'a U38d in tho te:d :._
ALA 6 -A.-nil101a8v~linicao i.d,
DlillPll Reduced nicotinamide adenino dinuclectido phosph~tc.
JISA Human se rura a I burri n ,
BSA Bov ine ac run a I bumi.n ,
ORD Opti cal rotatory di.cper-eLon ,
CD Circular dicroism.
UDP(G) Uricline dLphoapha te (-ol.- gltwL1Tonic acid).
EJTA Ethylenodia.:dne tetr<:acetic acid.
DI~SO Dimethyl sulphoxido.
II,N -Dime th;ylfor;namide.
TLC Thin layer chromatography.
PLC Preyara tive layer chroma to,~aphy.




n.m.r. nuclear magnetic refJonance.
rn.p. r~elting point.
b.p. Boiling point.
The follo,ring abbroviations are used in the d Lagr-ams :-
M -CH3
V -CH=CE2




nrc rec"orJcd in cm:l, ca.l Lbra tcd HGa.inL:t [:. pOI.ystYl'Ol1C film. Tho
br(broad).
Ul tra viulct and ~~.bf:Ol'ption s oco t ra (u •.:c~l wer-e recorded I'd. til
o l thor a Uni cam sp800 or Cl. Cary 14 spe c t.ropho tomote r , l1avelonc;thf'>
are r-cco r-de d in 1170, ca.Li.br-at.ed CEainst a ho l a Ium fil tor. Ex tLno tLon
Coefficients (c) 1'7Ore dotol'mincd us i.ng a Unicorn S:P500 Gpectro9hotu;;1otGr.
Nuo Le ar- :na::notlc rcso!!3.nce sT-'Gctra (n.m.r.) \;oro recorded. \!i th
ei ther et I'orkin - Elmer R12 apcc t.r-oraete r at 60HIlz or a Varian IL<\-
100 spectrometer at lOQI.1Ilzat pei/ID, Harwo l L, The r-c sonance s nrc
donign2tc(1 by their chcmdce.L shifts ("t) from the internal otandard{TI.1S)
at'1:"=IO. l!'ollOi'Ting the "t"value in each C2..::>o,HhcrG a:npropri0te,
is given, in parentheces, the multiplicity, s(singlet), d(doublot),
t(triplet), q(quartet), sp(septet), m(multiplot), br(broad), the
integration (n) and the spin - E:pin QouplinG constant (J) in Hz.
Elemental e.no.ly~Jen 1wrc detor:ninecl by either Alfred Bernhardt
(s. Germ3.ny) (B) or Dr. F.B. strauss (Oxford) (S).
Mass spectra Here recorded 'l-Tit.h either an AEI MS902 spectrometer
at the University of Hull (Hull) or an AEI MS9 spectrometer at
Ferw, Har\·rell (PC![J). The major peaks aro recorded in rn/e unite,
Hi th tho relative abundances (8.8 a % of the base peak) in
. +
peak by B '.
par-errtho ;::.08. The mol ecul.e» ion is dosie-do.ted by r.1+ and the bane
!.Ielting r,oints (m.o.) were dotermined using a Reichert heated
microscope stage ani are uncorrected •.
- (ru.) _
Th L_! l~'yel~h:(::;,I ...·_toGra~)b~/_(TLC) 2.11'.1.1)'1'8 C'2.ra ti vo_.l?:X,orcl~1~~2:~:!o'"1:·n.r~r.-,:z
(PLC) 1T8rc cc.r r-Lod out on eLl Lca gel J:ii.i' 254 (u ,v , sensitive) at
100 X 20C2 pl~t8G rc~pectively. The solvents u~od are Dpccified
Specific activities of radioaotive ssmnlen were determined using
a Packar-d 4:)80 scintilla tion counter.
- (IV.)
In tbi~ thesis 80~O chemical cnpcct~ of the bile pis~ant
bilirubin h~vo been Gx~minad.
Bilirub:i.n hac been :::ho~mto exist as the bi s.Lactam tau-to:-!10r.,
'Hi th. C.i1 intro."1,:-lcculc.rly hydrocen bon-led. st ruc tur-o whi ch lf~
in,le-::(mdcnt of the raedLum, Possible c truo tur-c c arc di ccuused in
The clinical determination of bilirubin involves treatment
of t~lC pigi:1cnt l-ri th diazotised cu l phcn i.l.Lc acid ( the van don
I3;:n:'S:lr-oac+Lon ) when bilirubin is cLerrve d at the central met hyLcne
brid[;o to :for:1 hio asapi:=;:nonts. Tho fa to of the cerrtz-aI P18thylene
br1:1:;0 carbon a tom Has unknown un t i I the pr-e sont 1{ork, but 1 thad
been 31o~;tulatcd as being Li,berated 3.8 :foronaldehyde. In Chapt e r- 3,
it i:::; chown th.:!.t f'or-ma Ldehydo is f'o rraed (lurin.g this reaction , and
thot it can be detected by the product of its reaction with
di:nGdoD3.
Sone met~l conplexes of bilirubin formed in dipolar aurotic
coLverrt s are d l ucus sed in Chapter 4. A possible struoture for the
compl.cx 'Id th ZI1(1I), isolated. from mIF solution, is ougge obe d ,
In Cbanter 5, a potentially extremely useful method for the
syn t ae ci s of bilirubin con juga te s of d.efined structures is examined,
u:.;ins- :::ubsti tu ted aryl triazenes, under mild cond i tions. This
method o.1101-l'stho esterification of a specific hyJroxyl group in
a :r.oly!:y::lro;:yl;::.to~l mono- or oliGosaccaride l-ri thaut protection of
the o t he r hyd r-ozy.L groups present. Thus, in this ,l'Or1<:,using
1 - cll::,yl -3-p- tolyl t r-Lazene a , the hitherto unknown diethyl,






As early os 1347, Virchaw had 2uggBsted th~t hile uic~ents
a1'& dc1'ivativea of haemoglobin and had described the iDolation
of II llr-.c:natoidin"CI'ystGl:::;~ Hans Fi3cher, S1101·;8d. +ha.t h.::ematoiclin
• - + • 1 t b' 1. b ' 2 IT . dot . .1 ~h t J .0"TaD l,;:::nvlcao 1 a.ru oa n , lc'1Vlng OT.cr;~llneu·" 0 G .ruc cur-e 01.
hco,lin 3 end bilirubin 4 Fischer choxcd that b l Li.r-ub i n wan formed
f'r-on haerai,n -1 and also synthesised bo th haomi.n 5 and bilirubin.6
1.2. General Structure of the :sile Fi';f'"lCnts.
'I'hebiLo pigments are open chain tetrapyrrole compound e ,
the pyr-r-oLe ri:l(js beine; joined tOGether by Single carbon Lt nkc ,
vlhich meW be either mothylene (-Crt)-) or raethino (-CH=) br-Ld go s ,
L
They are deri vod from the porphyrins, whl ch ar-c cyclic t e t.r-a-.
pyrroles, hav in.; the Lndi.vi dua.I pyrrole rings Li.nked by f'our-
rneth i.ne bridGe:':', de s igna ted. cI., ~, ~, and b. Th:] :porphyrins ar-e
formed by substituting the bydrogen atoms in positions 1 - 8 of
the :porphin nucleus (1.I.) vrith various r-adLca.Ls, such as methyl,
-ethy l , vinyl, car-boxyme thy l , and 2 -carboy..yethyl. The ti'lO
m030:,18ric forms of porphin are shown in ?.igure l~_, but the true
structure of porphin iE intermediate between these two extremes?
If the porphyrin ring is opened by oxidn.tion and subsequent
lose of one of the mcthine bridge carbon atom;::;, open chain tetra-
pyrroJ.es, bilntrienes, are obtained. Pr-ogre saf.ve hydrogenati:m
of tho rcmainins me thine bridges produces bilndienes, bilcnes,
Sab, c, ,and bHanes.. If' the ccrbon bridges arc designa.ted a,
then the series of compound s shoun in :F'igttre 1.2 is obtR-inocl.
In the case when the porphin nucleus is substituted ~ith
four methyl Cc-oups, two vinyl groups, and tw'o 2 -carboxyethyl
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are pOG!3iblc, but in 1V\L.1.11'C', on Ly the f'o r.a IX occur-a, 3 If
pl'')bJ0r~hJ'rin IX, (l.IT.), h; cLeaved ::)0ciEical1y at t.ho
0(- me tb ine bridge, tho IX(~ scri8:) of bile }):i_g'me:nt~ 1:3 I'or-med ,
This series co~prlse8 tho vcrdins (bilatriencs), rubins (bila-
d icne s - ac }, rho:iins and violins (lJlladienes - ab), ur-obl Linn
(bilcnes),ena urobilinosens (bil~nes). This thesis is concernod
w it h one member- of this f'crics, nameLy bilirubin IX()~, ..hich is
a biladiene - a~ (1.111.). The other members of the Edries are
fully di scursued eLaewhcr-e,
rvaa, 9, lOa
1.3. Biosynth8sis of Bilirubin.
In man, 80 - 90~' of the tota.I bilirubin formed dalLy ,
(200 - 300:!lg' ), origin:::tes f'r o:n the bree.kdo1Tn of Lhe haem moiety
(l.IVa.) of haemogl obi.n liberated dur-i.ng the br eakd otm of red
bl.ood cells. The remaining 10 - 20% originates fro:n other
haern~protGins, such as myoelobin and the cytochromes.
Studies of bilo pir;ment formation using 15N_ lubellod
glycine, showed that 10 - 2050 of the label ,'as excreted lri thin
11, 12a fow days of administration. Most of the re:nainder ¥ClS
excreted after 120 - 140 dayo, and corresponded to the normal
red-cell life - span. Betwe en these tiro peaks there ..ra s a 101"
plateau of excretion of tho label. In contrast to the 120 day
life span of the haem from haomo.:;lobin, tho haem fro'll other
haemoproteins, for examp'l e r.1yoglobin and the cy toch'r-omes , shows
no definito life span. It is likely that the degrad.ation of the
haem from the se pr-otoi.nn accoun t s for the "101>'p.la teau" of bile
piG:nent excretion, e spec LaI Ly :oince it hc.s now boon nho.rn t ha t
myoglobin haem ean bs converted into bilirubin, but at Cl turnover







(1.IYa) n::;2 NO COUNTER ION, HAEM
(lNb) n=3 X::;OH, HAEMATIN
(lNc) n=3 X=CI, HAEMIN
sLo:r~cl;'l G.:Lt(>.:rtheir fn':n:ltiol1, 21 though no direct ev.i.Ieuco had
OVC1' b8011 :r:rccentecl. 'rho Obs'Jrv~'.tion tha't tho Lncor-po rnt.t.on of
into thE'; hr.cm of hoomoe;lc,bin is "\'01';/ much Lover- than t ha t r-esu I ting
~ro~ an equivalent anount of glycine 14 has lead to clarification
of th~ oriGin of the "ca r-Iv labelled" peak. Analysis of the
rndi03.cti,ri ty of pl a ama bilirubin after the adm i.n l s t.r-ct i on of
l",C 1. - abolled ALA 110.::> shoun tha t an "early labelled" peak appear-a
uithin tW0 hours. 15 In contrast, when l5N - labelled glycine
is adrni.nf.c t.e r-ed , tho "early labelled" peak does not appear- until
2ft-er f'our- hours. 15 Thus the "ear-Ly labelled" peak con.ed s t.s of
t,iO fractions, one indep~ndent of, and the obhe r as.soc Lated Hi th
ba!';m)c;looin haem synth~~fd s , This was conf'Lr-raed in kinetic studies,
~hich also demonstrated that the appearance und disappearance of
re_dioactivi "vy in hepc t ic hc:eln- corrta i.ru.ng enzymes pr-eccde s the
of 14C ~lab~lled bilirubin in the bile. 16, 17C1.-P:loarance,
it cPl')ears that both E:)r;ythr,)id and non - erythroid components
nor:nally con t.r-Lbut.e t o the "ear-Ly labelled" peak in bile pigment
f:)r:n::!,tion.
Tho hc.o-n moiety of haemog'l obf.n is converted into bilirubin
via bilivcrlin, but the metabolic Gteps involved in this conversion
arc {lot vo l I und er-s tood , 'I'he pr-osence of iron-bound protoporphyrin
is essential for +hc ccnve r-sd on , both in vi tr~, 18 and. in v~:!9.•
11J} h f t hvr i conver-ted to bi.Ld rub.In Ln vl'vA,15, 191 iJ.lOUG. ree pro oporll .y l.n 1::;. . ,.
the t.ur-novc r rate is much :.::lOi·mrt.h=n tll::-tfe)r the conver-c ion of
- 1+ -
hac~~tin (1. IVb.) to bilir~bin.
pr)"[;''J])'):rph;rrin excreted as bl li.r-ub'i.n in these c tuti ec C2.11 be e:.:p1i'i.:i :1:>1
by assU'Jlingth:o.t the protoporphyrin is f'ir~:tconverted to h:-,om.
It is uncertain vhcther the protein ,moiety of h:3.e:noglobinis
required for the br eakd ovn of haem, In vi.vo st ud i.es Sh:)\i thet ox,:)--
ecnoua haematin (l.IVb.) is catabolised at a rate similar to that
observed for haernog'l obin , suggesting that t ho binding oI' haem to
e1::>binis not necessary 1'.:>1' t he vpoz-phy rLn rinl~'opening.21 Howevcr-,
othor experiments, in vi-tC'o, indicate th2t clobin in necessary
for the catabolism of haem. 22 The mechanism of t~e conversion of
heemo,-;lobin to bile pic;ments has been the subject of eeve r-aI r-ecen t
investigations and evidence has been pr-e sen ted wh i ch SUg.:>;Ofctshat
tho reaction can either be non - en~ymRtic or enzymatic in nature.
A non - enzymatic mechanism for the degradation of haem has
been proposed 8b and strong evidence supporting this has been
L d 22reporve • 27 In vitro studies of the coupled oxidation of
various haem - containing substrates with ascorbate, under
physiological conditions of temperature, pH, and partial pr-e ssur-e
of oxygen, have shown that green oxidation products, wh i ch yield
biliverdin on hydrolysis, can be obtained. (Figure 1.3. ).It is
suggested that such a coupled oxidation may be of significance in
vivo. The basic mochanis:TIhas been modified by supposing that
apo haemoprotcins (eg. apo haemoglobin, apo - myogl~bin) can
act as enzymes,with the haem binding sites being equivalent tJ the
t' 't 22· Th' d'l" t' , t Cl d fenzyme ac lve Cl es. lS mo 1 lea 10n was ln ro uce or
several reasons. Firstly, random clco.vage of all four mcthine
brid~es occurs during tho in vitro asc~rbate - coupled oxidation
28 29 o. )of haemin' I.IVe. whereas in vivo, the haem is cleaved
specifically at the 0(.- b:eidge. 30 Secondly, the ascorbate
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excess· of tho.,o po s s I ble f'r-orn tho origin2.l hao:n p:·~)tGi;1;i:1 tho
crevices ne o.r the sur-race of tllo [;,1:)1;.1ncha i.ns vri th the p( - methine
b:r·icl38S lyinG dc ap inside the crevice ,0, lCiCvine the other bl.'idCes
(pE'rticularly the g - brL'go) exoo sod , 'rho soec i.f'Lc clenw.:.ee of the
~- wethina bri~ge must, therefore, be n positive effect of the
haem binding site, rathor than the masking of the other three
br-Ldge s , 22, 33 Thus) ~Thonthe cLoavago is car-r-Led out under denaturing"
conditions, the specificity is lost en1 u rand.om mixture of all four
. f bi Ld d· . bta.i d 34 (p. ,1'..,) 'rh b t· 211SO;;lOr30 1. a.ver- In a e o aa ne ·1.cure .::> ... e 0 serva 10n
menti~ned earlier, that the protein moiety is apparently not
necessary for haem c Leave.ge is only compa t.Ible 'Ili th thL: theory
if it is assu~ed that the exogenous hae~ has immediate access to
apo - haemoprotcin.
For the enzymatic ca t.e boLd srn of haem , t~iO different. ey s tems
heve been dcncribed: haem - rJ. - rnethenyl oxygonase from
. 38-A2
oxygenase •. , The co called haem
-D .
liver 35-37
and microsomal haem ot - methenyl
oxygenase wc..sthought to convert haem into formylbiliverdin (i .vr.)
in a reaction involving ascorbate, whi.ch appeared to be essential
for the activity of the enzyme. The for::1ylbiliverdin Vias then
converted into hili verdin by ano tho r enzyme, haern - ol - methenyl
f'ormyI e.ne, It ....za s also claimed that the form,ylbiliverdin produced
was entirely !XC( in configuration. Reinvestiea.tion of this sy cten
r,' 27han shown the cLccvage to be non - v( - bridge spocific LO, and




i':n':'l tilivcrdin IXcL. 'l'hi s stop ir3 coun.l.ed with a co Iub'to NAJPil-
depc nd errt 1;i1i verdin r-sduc ta sc , .rh i ch co lcc t.Lvely CO~VCJ:t:? the
b iLi.ve r-d i n IXt>!. " .1.3 - t1·5 Tinto b.i LLr-ubLn TAc<. • . l1.'3.0m oxygomH:o Jvw
c to Lch i.c.ne t.r i.c r-ec ud i-emen't for the lTADPII nnd
moLecuLar- oxygen, gS!?1erates cc.r-bcn mcnoxi.d o in amounts eauimolar
to the bil i.r-ub i n formed, and. i::> inhi bi ted by car-bon monoxi.de , 39
Usi~c molccul~r 1802' it has now b0cn shown that the bilirubin
f'orrned from haem, usin:.; -:;his enz ..vme systG;n, CODba ine t'FlO a toms of
180 and an addition: I 180 atom anpears in the carbon monoxide
the.:.t oribi ne t.e s froJ! tlJC c.{- meth i.ne brid€.,"e C0r DOY!atom of the haem.
IqHo "o il(1::; found in tho bilirubin when the r-eac t ion was car-r-Led
Those obBervations,
18 . 18 42
H2 ° lnstend of molecular °2-
tag-other ivi th those of the metabolism
out in e. medium containing
of tho «: and ~ - oxymescf'er-r Lhaems (1.VIla. and 1. VIII.) 112.V8
enabled a possible pa thway for t.he conve r-s i on of haem into
b.iLi.r-ubLn to be eLuc i.da ted. ~- Oxymeso I'cr-r-Lhaem is €xtol1si vely
conve r-t.ed into the e;~'t'ecte::1 bile :pigmGl1t, ..rh l Le the ~ Lrsomer- is
poorly ccnve r ted Lnt.o bile pig:ntmt. 45 By analogy with these results
it ir: a srsumod that 0'.. _oxyprotoforriha.em (1. vrrs.) is an
Ln t.e rreed l ato in the ccd;abo1icm of haem. 'I'he possible pa thvay
is shown Ln Figu:::.'o L4, and h~ a modified ve r-sd onvof that already
In tho light of the cxp8rimcnts using 1802' it is
no'..~ unnccce sary to r-ot a i.n the La s t tvo stops in the published
bl i , 1 46pu lSU0C.
echorne, 'l'he compounds involved in th2se atops a.re apparently
no t intcrJ;~cdia tes in tho conversion in_ vi vc., other'.;iso the final
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to be dc.tuccd, tho conceo G tlw.t 1i10 pi5~:n8nt s rfJ:~J be for:'lOc1nOil-
0nzT12.tically v i u a ac or-bat.e and D,1./oh2(~:ri,)nrot0in;; »hou Ld not be
i._c:n:>rcd.
RoccntJX, the docrDcI;:tion of he':: compoundo to bile
piz.:'i):J.ts han be en r-cv i eucd , 47
Brief mention sho~ld be made here of thc sites of fon~ation
of bilirubin. produced in mammals 1·('~, formed
in the r-et.Lcul.ocndot.heLj.a'l:"YGtern arid par-onchymn.I cells of the
liver. The r0~ainder is nrJduced extrahcpatically, Rnd bone marrow,
circulatinG blood and the spleen apoear to bo importBnt here.
It in of interest to note that the studies on microsomal hapffi
oxy:_;em:se hcve chovn the hiGhest activity of the enzyme to be in
the spleen, liver" brain, k idricy , and lU113, (in order of decr-easi ng
activity )~9in keeping with the classical view of the importance
of tho reticuloenJothelial system in the catabolism of haoroo-
t' lObpro 81115.
1.5. ~otabolisrn of Bilirubin.
1.5.1. Binding to Albumin.
After relerlGc from the sites of hoomoglooin breakdown,
since bilirubin is essentially water insoluble, it is transported
in plasma bound exclusively to albumin. TI0th bovine serum albumin
(BSA ) and. human se rum al bum in (H~)A ) have been u sed to otudy the
pr-opo rt les of bilirubin bound to albumin. Stulior; u~1ing sover al
d . 10c, 43 - 5? h t tlifferont tcchrliques 111 V1tr~; - iave sriown iat one,
two or three molecules of bilirubin a~a bound pc~ molecule of
aLbu'ni.n, dep8nd:i'1C: on cond i t i onn an-I uet.hod of anr.LysLs , Ibucv(;r,
this ratio is pr-obably 101':8:::- .in vivo, f.;ince scve r-nI endoGcnous
- 8 -
. liS, r=")for the bilirubin bi nrl ing d tes 011 t:le ·prots:l11.· J..J 'I'll,:; l;:t111j.nt;
is non - cov~lent, r; ~Lnvo Iv'ing histidine r-eai.duec, )'0 and if uore
than one bilirubin molecule is bound pe r m:}A molecule, t.he r-o
appon.r to be t:-IO types of binding ::ntcs, ",i th ono bilirubin molecule
bound more tightly than the rest. 49 On binding t) 13SA or lISA,
e i thor bcthochr-o-n i.cor hypuoohr-omf.c f.~}d.fts in tho visible absorption
spectrum of bilirubin are observed, depending on the cOl1d:itions
(
TTeg. pn, ionic strength, ions present). 55 These shifts could
be cauced by tho influence of the anrlno acid, residues ne o.r- tho
binding sito or could Lnd i cat e c118,ng08in corif'o rma tion 01' the
bilirubin molecule. O:_s.Jtic[tlrotatory dispersion (ORO) and
circular dichroic' (CD) spectral studies have boen usaful regE!.rding
the latter po ssi bili ty. 50 - 53 While free bilirubin is usually
considered optically inactive becauso of the commonly accepted
"linear" formula, the CRD spectral curve of BSA - bilirubin complex
at pH 5 exhibits the largest Cotton effect reported in the visible
region (Figurel.5a.)~1 This effect is very likely associated
wi th a huge de.:;reeof inherent dissymmetry and d i pol.e- eli pole
coupling be tween the t.m dipyrrylmethene chromophores. 'l'herefore,
it i:::;proposed that bilirubin adopts a helical conformat~on, rrith
the sense of a right handed helix, when bound to ESA. 52
lihile the binding char-ac ter-Lstd.csand the absorption spectra
of BSA - and RSA - bilrubin complexes are very similar, the Cotton
effects cenerated by the lISA - bilirubin complex arc very different
from those obtained Vlith TIS!. 50, 53 The generul differences are
shovn in Fieure 1.5.By ajia.Logy with tho suC;goc:tedstructure for
the l3J! - bilirubin complex, tho obcerved Lnvor-oi jl1 of t hc ~dc.{I1
of t.he main. CD band s ..dth changing DR may be clue to a chango
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1.5.2. COlljuCS.tion.
In order t.hat it m2.ybe oxcr-e tod , fH3G b.lLdi-ubdn
(water insoluble) is converted into a w2ter soluble doriv2tivG
a so (:011ed "c'Jnjugatelt• TlliE process occurs w i thin the Li ve r- cells
and tho uptake of bilirubin (ie. that vhf.eh is not f'o rmed .in the
Ii ver ) 'by tho liver cells i8 rapid and is prec~:c1oclby the diG80ciation
of the bilix-ubin - aLburain complex. Hi thin the co 1.1, tho 'tilil'ubin
is cOi1ju[3'atod i-lith glucuroT:ic acid, derived f'r o.n ur Ldi.ne dLpho spha t.e >
rX - Cl ucuronic acLd (UD1>G), by the enzyme bl Lf.r-ub in glucurc)l1.il
transf·cre ..se. This enzyme is pz-obe.bLy one of several c-1uc'.lr;)nyl
trc.nsferascs wh i ch are bound to the endo~)l:",.smic reticulu.'l1 (Bil)
of the Ii vcr cells. Using bili:r:-ubin as ~:UbstrClt8 (norffially c1ucuron:fl
transferacos are e s t i.ma totl ;'"ith glucurcmi<le LCoO';.)tormol ecu'lo n
o thez- than bilirubin, ee. p - ni trophonol) the grea test enzyme
activity lies in the rough ER, 56 al though ac td vct i on of the enzyme
uith EDTA causes rough ER to be converted into smooth ER. 57
The existence of bilirubin glucuronides ("conjugilteslt)
58 - 60Has demonstrated in 1956. Those compounds can be cleaved
by ~ - glucuro~1idase to yield bilirubin and glucuronic acid t
indicating that tho glucuronic acid is attached to bilirubin molecule
in the ~ - con I'Lguz-a t Lon , and are found. to be unstable tOl'lllrds
alkali. It Has noon shown that the conjugates are esters be tween
the cc.r-boxy I ic acid croups of bilirubin and tho C(l) hydroxyl
. f 1 " "d 61 - 64~" b"l"~' t" tgroup 0 g ucur onac aca. • ;.>1nce 1. az-uoan con arns wo
carboxylic acid croups and iD asymmetric, a diglucuronide and
bro rn:mo:;lucul'onidcs can ex l rrt , Ini tiE_lly, while the diglucuronide
vas rcodily identified, it lias suggested t!w,t tho mOl1og-lucnronicte
could he a 1 : 1 complex of bilirubin and. its digluclJronide. 61
10 -
(e,.. ...e r-i .(.""r't , J t.1l:. J.. J. L !
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dog bile, f- D - gluc~2.c (IX) ani A_ D _ xv Lo se (x) C-"l-""""!'"''f" -.J ._,....... I~ ·~.l-J\,.·-....:.'-.u~·· ..)
G8, 6C}of bilirubin hr.ve been identific:l. In hu.nt.n b.iLe , j_ t hr r:
a paeudon'Ldo bd.cur-orri.c acid (r.xrv) and a hexurono sy Lcexur-on tc
Od (1 Y1,r) 70, 71HCl. .,,1. In vitro, using r-o t liver -;)r8p~':r·2.ti')ns, ll,~liJ'ub:i..n
72 ',r.. 71 7'ha a been c:mjug2.tcd Hi th ~ -, D - glncou) - _ ) and r - D _ ::.:.'10,:0 _J- J
from UDP _ cl.. _ glucose and UD}) _o{_ xv.l o ce r-e epe c t l vc Ly ,
ClcGrly, the v iew th:-rt bilirubin if) excre to I so LeLy CO.r.; its
d i.g'Iucur-on idc must be moddf'LeI in tho ] i.r:h~ of this r-ecent ':lor;;:.
It has been Gu.Seested th'? t bilirubin J. S Li nkcd to 0. muconJl.:,-
saccharidc;76 if this is so, then it is interesting to speculGte
tha t per-haoa bd Ld.r-ubl n COJ1:1 be con juga ted l'~ith a D)lysclCciln'irio
»e- 61, 77-79initially, ~hich during isolstion urocodures is
progresGivoly degraded until only one , Or pe r-haos t t.o sur;:::.r r-colIuc e
remain attached to tho bilirubin.
In whi.chcvor- "ay bi Ldrub l n i:'3 conjl],'~,ted, c.::mju(_,:o.tim1
::;recltly alters the physiologic81 (lni chcmi.ca I pr-ooor t i oo of
bilirubin, [111(1 the r-o l a tionshi 'P bo twccn c:mjuJ0. tion <~na. cxcr c t ion
has ,yet to be fully explained. Tho c:)l1ju~;:;t.cdb .Li rub in is
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i!],!l-d.ch t hc bile 1)L:::'Dent is a.lLoved to rccwt 'irith d i az.o t i.scd
cuI phan Ll Lc ac Ld, The bilirubin is c l.eaved st the ccntr.:::l mot.hy l.cne
car-bon bridZ(), to f'o rrn t.~iO is:)'nc~:dc <l?O:piC;i,ontH (l.XVI, l.XVII.)
"Thich are estimated s"Jcctrophotc1fClc:trically at 520 - GOo nm, Tuo
typ8C. of rc'ction cen be identified.: the "direct" rODction jn
'Thieh tho ne r-umb iLd.r-ub in reacts Lmried i a t,~ly Hi th di:i~:;,) :CG2?;en-t,
and the "indirect" r-er-ct i.on , to lillich aLcoho L must be add od before
2.ny appr-cc i e.bf.e reacti::>l1 ocour-s , The dLet.Lnc t.Lon be tweon the two
reac t i.ons is strA.ightforfl[trd, the direct reaction be ing given by
con juga ted bilirubin trhiLe the indirect reaction is eiven by i'ree,
uncon juga ted bilirubin. The dLazo reaction is d i scuaced more fully
in a later chap te r-, .rrhiLe a fu'lI d.escription of the modifications
.of the van den. Bergh reaction, and the techniques use d in the
eatimation of bilirubin is givon elsewhere. IOd
1.7. Isomers of Bilirubin, Other Than IXo{ •
Naturally occurring bilirubin is ,:;ener2lly assumed to be
f'ormed f'r-o:n the stereonpecific cleavage of the ~ - methine bridge
of haem. It has been r-epor ted tha t na tu.ral bilirubin cons l st s
solely of the IXc.l. iGomcr(:J..III")~~ut more recent studies have
revealed the presence of other isomers. :·bcs speo t r omet r-Lc
Lnves t i.gat ion s of the bilirubin ob ta.i.ned fr'lffi ox bile an l emu e:;:.:;
she l La hnvo nhovn the rir-eae noe of 2 - 5% of either of, or a
:',lixture of, the iso;nors IX ~ (I.XVIII.) and IX~
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However , j. t vl l L ho soon inn t the; IX\:>l and tho I/_ 6
Lsone r-s tr.i Tl. y icLd subun I ts of' the eamo mac s , l-rhilc' Lhe cubun it u
from the IX ~ i8:">;]10rldll be Ld en t.LcaI in me-ss to thoeo f'r-ou the
IX S h;o:1l8r. The1s one cannot di et i.ngul s.h be tvecn the IXO( end
or the rx p arid IX & Lsomez-s , Oxi.da td on of bilirubin to
biliverdin with glacial acetic acid and forric chlorjde, followed
by estorificat:i.on r.nrl ~e1Jc:rLltion of tho e:c:tcrs using TLC hau
shown that piS bile bilirubin corrt.a ins 99·6 % of tho IXct. :L20ffier
with traces of the 1Xr arid IX f isoLlors, but no IX~
Oxidation of bilirubin 1';ith allcaline potassium nerrn211s:;nate, to
convert the mid.dle pyrrole rings into eX, 01.' - di ce.r-boxy l Lc
aCids,idontifinble by GLC of their ethyl esters, has revealed that
ox gallstone bilirubin contains 1 - 3 % of non - IXo(. isomer, if
that is·J:ner is solely IX-g or 2 - 6 % if it is IX r 0r IX S • 83
Again, this method does not a.l l.ow one t o distinguish be tween the
IX~ or IXS isomers. Finally, in vitro' oxidations of haem
!ield nIl four IX conficurationisomers. 22,28, 29
All the non - IX cl ieomers discussed so far have been of
the IX configuration. Howeve r , bilirubin from a number of
commerci31 sources is separable, by TLC, into three components,
bilirubin IIle(. (l.XXI.) in quarrt i,ties ran~ing from trace amounts
to 16%, bilirubin Xlrlcl (I.XXII.) (truce amounts to 22~') and bilirubin
rXoC.(100~ to 6'2% ).84 In adeli t ion, it tra s found that under .the cond i tion
used for IfLC (1% glacial acetic acid in chloroform, silica gel),
pure bilirubin IX ol.. d i apropor t.Lcnate s into Cl mixture of Lsomcr-s
corrte i.ning IIIe(. (l~~), IXo(. (95~) and ):1IIo( (41,). 84 Those
findings are unucua I since 110.0:1l occurs only in the IX conf'Lgur-at i.on ,
hence the ne ..t i somor-s cannot be formed na turally.
Dehyd rogena't Lon of bilirubin with benzoquinone in cc ot ic
)~_~r-!!p I~ ~~" M
O~'N 'IlN N/ N ~OH H H H
(1.XXI) BILIRUBIN JITo(
v M M v
(1.xxm BIL!RUBIN XTIIO(
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tlci.:l y i.e l ce b i.Li.vo r-d Ln IIIc.I_ , IXoI_ and XIII0t'_ 85 H111 ulicn tb:,-::
is camp2rcd with the result described abov0, 84 threo poscibilitic:3
arise :- a) if pur-e bi.lirubin 1Xr/.. Has used t.hon t.hc :.r8aetiaD
cond i,tions ell'01W:l the isomerisation to occur, b) tho b iLi r-ub.ln
initially contained t~D three isomers and the reaction conditions
hod no effect on tho isomer ratio or c) tho reaction conditions
served t~ enhance the isomer ratio. Treatment of bilirubin IX~
° Dl<e'O i t l I ° 1 to id t8r:;oCIn ~u W1 1 g BCla ace' lC aCl, a J or with concentratod
hydrochloric acid at room temperntur-e causes isomeriF·,ation and
f'ormnt i.on of bilirubin III «, and XIIlo( .86 'rho dir:.proportion::d;ion
also ocours u~dcr much less vigorJus conditions, namely in dilute
aqueous solution in tlle pH' range 7A - 11. 87 In the nU range 11-1/l,
0" 8
no disproDortiol1etion could be detected. Ob, 7
Nuclear magnetic r-esonance spec t.roscopy has .?-180 been uced
in the detection of non - IX config"uration is':)mers. The n.m.r. spe ctr a
of human bile blLdr-ubln and commor-ci.e.I bi.Li.r-ubd.n Ke:r8 compar-ed
and found to be identical, with the integrals of all four mothyl
signals cqua L, 88 The occur-rence of bilirubin IIle{ and XIIlo(
along "Idth bilirubin IXo( wou'ld have been. detected by differences
in the ratios of the metlzyl roaonances. No new resonances would be
observed Gince the tHO methyl eroups on the outer pyrrole rings in
bilirubin IIIoc and XIIIO( are each identical to 0',10 of the methyl
groups on the outer pyrro1e rinGs of bilirubin IX~ •
The r-esu l ts indicate tin t the variable amounts of biLlr-ub i.n
III Cl and XIII~ found in commer-cLaL bili:rubin ar e ar te f'ac t s for'nccl
during the isolation procedure. On the other hand, the later results
indicate that the Lcomer i aa t i.on cou l d occur i.n v ivo , aLt hough onl.y
vhen the bilirubin i<; £I·ec, el nco a.Lbu-n.i n - bound bil i r-ubLn C',;)~i:::c.r8
not to dispro!ortionnto. 87
- 11;
i nvo l.ve 3 e 1("G t:r·o~~111ilic f~;.~b s t i t.ut 'L)n 0:[' biL i T'12-~)i)l b.I1Cl. fT(_"_;:;1:1('-~:-itn ti 'J~--l
8ubunits pro1uced would then loud to isomer for~ation. In Gcidie
meJia, tho initi21 step ie prab2bly the upt2kc of Cl. proton while
in rai LdLy eLko.Li.ne media , the init:i.c.l ctep is prou.:c.bly tho cbGtr;'.c t i on
of t: y::'ot:m f'J'_)[J1 a mol e cu Le of ·\\',':!ter. Such cl schema i c outlined
in I~i~;urc 1. 7. At t.ack 11;/wa tGI' at tho c:x.ocyclic methy Lane g~COU}) of
:t,O eive _,_,tne
pi[;r:lents.
The isomerisatio:1 r-oac t i on can occur w l th any bilirubin and
thorefare, the acid. t.r ca t.merrt of, S2.Y, a mixture of bi Li.r-ub i.n IXC>.!
I~{f3 ,IX'IS' [1.n.1 IX £ wou.Ld r-e su Lt Ln a mu lt Lcomponent mixturc
of productf3. 'I'hus any attempt to o.etermine tho pr-escnce of non
IX f· ~. b'l' ,. , ibI '"" ",.,..'",' .. """ c.
82, 83c on 19ure .. .a on 1. l.rU.)lnS uno e r- pOSSJ. C a aome r-a s i.ng CO:1u.J. cacn s
can lead only to a qualitative rSffillt. At the same time, it is
unl ikcly thct any minor iso:ner pr-ecen t "Till be removed cornp.le i.eLy ,
since no one isomer is su~ceptiblc to nreferential attack.
'I'ho t1~J independent observations 82, 89 tha t t'lJO minor,
82
non - IX configuration iso:ners (unidentified in one case anQ
chovn t.) be 1110(. and XIII¢( in the other 89) we re f'ound in the
pr-oduc t o from tho sod run amal gnm reduction of bilirubin, I'oLl.otred
by a. ferric chloride - 8.01(1 oxLdo.t l on, IIlO.y now be exp.l o.Lncd , It
nlkaline reduction. It is now cle~r, that in addition to the pr~b~blc
p:ro::',cnce of the IIIoL 8l~rl ~GIlc(_ i~;omcrE~ in t~)e bilil'ubin used,
i::>o::lcrisati::m :nust ht:.V8 occurreel dU!'ing tbc ad.d.ie ozid . .-,tionGte:).
Chro!nic [I.cid or chrotn:J.te oxide! tion::> h2VC beGll u~;e(]_in the
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PROCESS SHOWN IN FIGURE 1.7
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)·11-i',·,,..,,,.., i-; ~n )
- .J.._/ _, I, •• , '..L ', ~ _, , ~ny iso~cri8~tion occurrin~ in
aL] ovance nu s t be mado for the po as ibl c l)rc~_'snco of i:o:;,.c:r~; QC':",
1.2 .• -JnundLco ~mcl the Fhotochem:L:;;·t::·yof Bilir'ubin.
Alth~ugh the topic of jaundice is n0t diroctly rolevant to
't hi c thesis, it "l'1i11 be d i ncu s sod br ief'Iy Kith I'Gfe:r'G;-~ce to 8();~t:
recent 1wrl<:conce rn tng the pho t ochcrri s t ry of" bilirubin. A f'uIL
d . . +" cl" " .. ' ~1 c- wh ,., 1008, 92lDCUS310n o~ J~U~ lce 18 glven ~ ~e~ er~.
Jaundice is char-ac t.cr-i sod by Go yellow discolJ1.1I,,·ti·:)!1 of the
E'kin r.nd or.;2n~, and lS caused by the r-et.cn t ion of bilirubin.
Jaun3.ice of the newbor-n ho.s been tr82.ted by pho to the r-apy, l'rhich }';~clt;_CCS
the high Levc I of bilirubin pre scrrt by conve rt i ng it to co I our-Le ss
pr'oduc t s , Since unccr+a i.rrty exists over the s t.r-uc t.ur-e s and
toxicities of the photodocompasition products, atte~pt8 h~ve been
made to identify them.
The photodecomposition, acr-ob l co.Ll.y an.I in d i ffu,E; dClyli,:,f1t,
of a ch l or-of'orm solution of bilirubin ha s bN"!D s tud icd . 93 Mo:,t
of the bilirubin de corrco ae a to Give dipYl'l'ylr;,(';thenc;s (1. :;;UII.-
(l.XXVI.) and the maLoimi de s (r.xxvrr.; 1.XX:~I.), vh iL« c~ [3m3.11
fraction dCCO":;0S0S \Ti th retent:ion of the tr;[;1_'DPJrrolic f".t:r·llctUJ_'(~
- 16 -
of oilir:_'bin in d,ilutc ;:!etllc,r..olic a.nmon i.a eivos ,3, comp l cx mi.xtur-e
1 VY'IIIn 94, 95) h-~~~~'~~~•. i\.• U\.. _ (,~, , ._c.t":lll(;~ lJ..!..l~_V (1 xxx ).~ __-"..I\. • cnd mctbylvinyl-
(''1
'j I (r.xxvrr.) 1 ,_ . 1 1..'~ lave oeen l80 atec. It if_;
hac8atinic acid. 94 Since the latter two compounds appear not to
e~hibit the usual enzyme toxicity associated with malcimide, it
is 1 ikcly th~ t if these compound. :11'13 formed in vi vQ they vou'Ld
be non - toxic. 94
The course of the photolysis reaction de9cnds on the nature
of the soLven t , 'I'hua, in chLor-of'or.n , biLi.verdLn is the main pr-oduct
of I r-r-adi.a t i on 95 -"'ihercas in met.hano l i,o ammorri e., biliverdin is formed
q". di t· -'()carly durinG the photolysis but disanpears on continued lrr?-la- lone
Biliverdin for~ation may involve radical abstraction at the central
methylene car-bon bridge of bilirubin, whiLe the frG.;g:ne:ntEltion r-ec.ot i.on
ID2.ybe r-at Lons.Ldsod .Ln terrns of the »ho to sen s i tised generation of
singlet oxygen fo1101'i8d by its cyc l oadd I tion to bilirubin 1-1i th
subsequent 301volysis. 95 Evidence has been presented whi ch sugcests
tha t bilirubin can sons l tise its ovn destruction 98 and a possible
r-eae t i on scheme is outlined. in Flgn:rc 1.9.
Some evidence, cC. ths appearance and disappearance of biliverdin
<luring Lon; tcr:n pho t.o Iya l s 96 suzzests t.ha t biliverdin may be
intermediate in the photodecomposition process. However, this
question re:nains un:r0::101 ved , for whiLe methyl vinylmalnimide has been
detocted after tho photJlysis of biliverdin ( althouch only of tel'
4') - 13:) hour-s ?hotolysis);9 it 0.1130 apPC2I'S that biliverdin dimet.hyI
cuter, at Looc t , ie not an oxygen sensitiser and inhibits bilirubin
(1.XZTIl)



































[:Bilirubin] -1(- + ------} Bilirubin +
Bilirubin .+ -----~ Products.
FiGure 1.9. 'I'he Photochemical Reactions of Bilirubin.
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On this , .oa s i s ,
F~nally, irraliati~n of n 10% methanol in chloroform solution
of bil tr-ubi.nkw been shown to form (l.X;C:IV.) and it is SUDG'cBted
that bilirubin could react in a similar manner with nucleophilic
101sUbstancos in vivo during phototherapy.
eli.A PI' ER 2
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h . 6 'J 1 ,·tcyrrt e t i c met }O~.r:, anu a t 1;lU~';
the
1(\'")
c t.r-uctur-aL I'o rnu'l a of 'fJilirubin.io,s (2.1.).' C.,_ '1'11i8 l'Cp:·::;:::.cnts
tho t;:;rdinal PY.rJ'Jles (A and D) as cJ..- hy-.lroxY"P'yrroles
tIl:': b ieLac t i.m t"'1JL·o, r.e r 0"" b i La: ub i n (2 r'_ L._.t.J ..... ( ... l".l..Ju .,,,.. . .. 1",; .1.. 1 .-1- L·.:.rc:cly on acc oun t of
tho ',oreak be.s I c chru-ac t.o r- of bl l.Lr-ubi.n t080thor;li th its <liJp:n'ont
in~bility to for~ Btnble metal co~ploxe3, it was Buggested that
8ebilirubin toutomorised to tho bislaotrrm form (2.IIJ. In the
Lac t im f~r':1, thor," are tvo tertiary nucLeoph i.Li c rrl trogen etoma (in
rings A and D) l~lich could coorlinate with metal atoms lrtlorean in
the Lac t.am form no similnr ni t:cogen a toms are available. 'I'h i s
tc;ut,.)meris:n 17'if:: subsequently Lnves t ign t ed by several groups.
The simplest models for bilirubin are the h.ydroxy:pyrr::>ler;;
cl.. - hydx'oxYPYl'rolos (2.111.) have been shown t.) exist 8.S lacte.msl03
while f> - hyJl'oxypyrroleG (2.IV.) appear to exist I")redominantly in
1 I f 104t 10 eno arm..
The spectrophotometric titretion curves for four tynes of
bile pigments (urobilins, violins, verd ina, and rubins ) (Figure 2.1.)
h b d t . , 105ave eon e srlll~ncCl. On the basis of the relative basic
strengths of these compounds, it 'l-laS conc l.ud od that they vror-e best
represented as biDlactams. If the series urobilins, violins,
ve r-di.nc is cons i.dcr-ed , tho ehromophores oon ta.Lnlng- tho tertiary
ni trogc,1 a tom become more extensive, so that the lono pair electrons
on thin nitrogen atom become less available for donation t<J a proton.
This results in the observed decreasing ba~ic Atrengths in going
from urobilini to verdins. If the ~lbins exist in the bisl~ctnm
form, they ought to bo tho Leas t bacic cornpound n "in the ser:i.es, since
















FIGURE 2.1. FOUR CLASSES OF BILE PIGMENTS
1'''-i.··.">, "'i .·1 . , .J~..U.~,
2.2.) •
~truct~ra sb8uld, therofore be more rc~lily ionised th~n the
J.05
a t t r-Lbut cd t,) tj:c H-H stretching mode! of a pyrrolc,collld.nod w i t.h
t;1;it. of a cyclic "t - Lcr.tam , irr.plyin~; that the t e'rrai nal, pyrrole
1 J f 1060, I" -1rin.::,'. nrc in th(; _:lc.:;n;nOl'w. '.Ll1C ,:D:'1orptiol1 band at 1240 cm.
ha n been a tt r-Lbut cd to the C-O a t.r-et.ch l ng mode in the group
107
EO-C,,:,,~;.-, thcx'eoy f'avourd ng the lactim tau tome r-, The band
-1
observcd in the :'8Gion 1650 - 1630 c:n, has been variously assigned
to the C=C c t r-ct ch'i ng mode, 107 tho G=N stretching mode 108 arid
the C=O stretching mode of a lactam.83
CO~PQrison of tho visible and u.v. spectra of bilirubin
~;i tiL those of var-Loua dipyr1'yl'T!ethonos hac shown that bilirubin exists
. 109as a blr::lactam, ~'Thile D. monol ac t.am - monoLac tlm form has also
b d 110con pr'J",_)ose •
'rhus, the problem of tho tautoli18I'ic forms of bilirubin is
conf'uacd and tho object of t.he current Lnvc at i.ga t i.on ....ras to clarify
this. T t III d Lr~n B receD paper, i.r., u.v., an 1 n.rn.r. studies of
bilirubin yore interpretod a~ indicating thnt bilirubin exists as
tho r.no I t.au tome r "herea£'. hi lil'ubin dirao thy'l e s te r exists a s the
lc.(:t~'r" t,;.1.ltOClGl'. This t8.utxl1orir.m on esterification 11'{; 8 exp l aLned
in t cr.ne of the loss of hY',i:rogon b:m:1ing bo twccn the carboxy I groUljf~
of the prOniO!li~ acid side chains which hold the molocule in 0






eno1ic hydroxyl croups. 111
Th .bIll l' 1 ~ I h 1 ;] 186, 112reo 1:J:J3SJ. C )y: rO,';()n lODC.8C_S rruo uur-e s ~2,V0 )(:811 pro-'.lO~)()u.
and it has be en suseosted th2,t b iLr rubt n 2.doot~; one .by:iro-;enbond ed
in the s0lid state ancl another in solution.106 '1'h8 evidence
for the rnedLum - dependent hydrog~n bond ed str-uctur-ea appco ra dub i o.ia
in parts (eg. t iio appear-ance of o-a vibrational absorption bands in
the i.r. spectrum of a compound in which all the Inbi1e nrotlns havo
been exchanged vTi th deuterons), so Co, r-eLnve st i ga t ion W-C_G unclertaken
in this work.
2.2. Results ~nd Discussion.
2.2.1. Tautomerism.
The publinhed IH n.m.r. Sp9ctrum of bilirubjn, using
2I1 "'·.....06-lJl.iJ.l') as so Lven t , shous , inter ali~, throe broad singlets at
0'121:' (lIT), ) ( III-O.OI't'(lII and -0.45'"c'2H). 'I'he ce ar-e assigned to
the ti-10 pr-otons of' the carboxylic ac Ld groups (-O·45"t' ) and to the
tHO U-H protons of the pyr-r-o l,e rings B and C ( -0.01t' and +0.121:;').
A broad resonance observed at 4·15'( is aGsigne:l to the enolic O-H
protons of the lactim tautomer. If the lactim tautamer is the
pr8dominant form in t.his solvent, th811 the obnervation of tho enol
O-II protons at such a h igh field iG unucucl , Norrne.Ll.y , the
resonance p~sition would be expected to be at lower field because
the O-II groups are deeh i eLdcd by tho an i sotropy of the 7'-electron
t of the 0 ~ b -~ 113aeys em v=~ on~.
IThe H n.m.r. spectrum of bi l:i.ru'Jin,cry st a.lli sed from
chloroform/methanol, d i aao Lvod in 21I6 -TX:SO, 1';23 recorJed a t 6m':H.-~.
are (i.) the absence of an absorption at 4.751:' , (ii.) t~o presence
- 21 -
show the some f'ca tur-e s , but <l~; tile r-oconanco due to the rr8~,c:nc;;of
¥ater in the solvent increas0D in intonsity, 80 the inten~ity of the
re8on~ncc at -1.70~ decreases. It would anpear therefore, that the
resoncnco at -1·70~ is water donendent.
Using cc.r af'u'l Iy dried 2H6 -D:>lS0, the In n.m.r. apec t rum of
bilirubin, z-ecor.Ied at lO:Jr.Elz (Pic;ure 2.3.), chows broad sin;lcb
six 10:'1.- field urotm s C2n 0.3 3.33igned in t,\O ways. Firc;tly, if
bilirubin ex l s ts 2.r.1 the Lac tum t.aut.ome r- in ])~'}SOeoLut l on , then they
co rr-e spon-i to f'our H-Hprotons and tHO car-boxy I Le ac i.d pr-o tcns ,
Secondly, if tho lactim tautamer predomin~tes, they correspond to
two N-H pr-o t.ons , t1-ro carbox.ylic acid protons and tHO anolic O-H
protons. In order to di.s t ingu l sh t.he so possibili t.Le s , exchange
rasctions were carried o~t using bilirubin and the model compounds
2,4 -di,,~othylpyrrole-3-propion:i.c acid 114(2.V.), which contains a
pyrrole l'J-II group end a carboxylic acid GTOU}) and resembles the
nand C rings of bilirubin, and N-benzoylelycina (2. VI.) tzh i.ch
con.te rns a secondary amide H-H group.
Bucce as ive add i t l onc of deuterium oxide (lOrI, 0.5 mmolo )
to n solution of bilirubin (4)mg, 7)rmo1e) in 2HG -m4S0 (O·5ml )
cause [',11 the lOT,; field. si gna.I c to co l l.eoce , .Therc2,s aira.l l.ar- nidi t ions
of 1"'0. tcr cause only tho si :;nal at-I· 901v to collapse (Figure 2.t,. ).
The In n.m.r. spectra of solutions of (2.V.) and (2.VI.) in
2H6 -Df,1S0 are also affected by the addition of wa ter , In these
caEDS, tho 8i91a18 due to protons nttached to nitrogen nersist,
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suggest that in bl.Ltrub i.n , tHO protons on.Iy are at taohed to oxy gen
atoms - the car-boxy.Li.c acid protons - and that, in dry 2H6 -D:,:;:;O,
the lactam tautomer if) the predominant f:-lrmin solution. Shortly
after this rfork had been compLo ted, a paper Has pub.l i.ehed confir:ning
the presence of a singlet, at -1.891:', in the In n.m.r. r,pc.:ctrumof
88bilirubin, due to the carboxylic acid protons.
These results indicate that six protons in bilirubin are
rea.dily exchangeable wh LLe previous work has suggested that only
106four protons can be exchanged. This was reinvesti:'3'ated, and
106 .tri tiated bilirubin 1-ras'Prepared by direct exchange 111 a. W2.ter-
free atmosphere (a. preca.ution not observed previously 106). The
specific activity of two preparations, carefully dried to constant
activity, indicated tho.t, after correction for quenching by bilirubin,
5-95 (avere.ge of seven determinations) and. 6·03 (average of six
ieterminations) atoms of tritium can be incorporated :into 920Ch
molecule of bilirubin. The earlier rep')rt of only four atoms of
tri tium being incorporated may be exp'ladned by the extreme rapid Lty
.of exchange. of the carboxylic acid protons w'ith adventitious ..Tater.
Additional evidence that a.ll six labile prJtons in bilirubin
can undergo exchange is provided by i.r. spectroscopy. The i.r.
speotrum (Nujol mull or potassium chloride disc) of-a sample of
deuterated bilirubin also pr-epared by direct exchange in a "Tater
free atmosphere, shows no absorption maxima. in the region 3,000 -
3,600 om:l due to O-H or N-H vibrations. Figure 2.5 shows the
speotrum of deuterated bilirubin as a Nujol mull compared with that
of the undeuterated material. If a potassium bromide disc of deuternted
bilirubin is prepar-ed, deuteron - proton exchange with the 31i::htly
by ~groacopic matrix produces a.bsorption maxima at 3,400 cm. and
1 1083,280 em: as f(')undfor undeuterated bilirubin. The publ I r-hed





















































































-1and .3,300 cm. due to IT-II and O-II v i.br-c t i.on s , Il'he:ro,;,g that in chl.o r-of'orm
h ] 1:)6z 0WS a Lmori t no absorption in tho 1'osion 3,2DCl - -3, SUO Cf,1: .
The3e reEultz, taken in conjunction witb the apparont OXCh2DgC of only
four pr-o tonu, were interpreted as Lnd ica tLng tht~t bilirubin ex i et s
in tl'TO hyd r ogcn bonded forms, one in the solid state and. the other
in so Iu t ion (see section 2.2.2. of this cl~::cpter). 'I'he pr-esence or
a larL;"e O-H grou-p abaor-p t ion in t ae spo c'tz-um of deu t.e ra ted bil:i.rubin
is apparently ignored, even though it 'Was suggested that the f'our-
pro tons exchanged l'rcrethe t1VO carboxylic acid pr-otoris and the tH'O
N-H protons of the l<"ct~r:Irings. The best exp.Lanat ion for those
results is again dnuteron - proton exchange in the KJ3r disc Oo'hi1e
the sample used for the solution spectrum, wh.LchHW prepared by
extraction of freshly precipi tated deuterobilirubin "i th chloroform,
would be \Tet li'i th deuterium oxide, wh ich could exchange ui th any
adventi tious wa.te'rin the system.
111In proposing the lactim tautomer, a comparison was drawn
between the positions of the visible absorption maxima of bilirubin
(~ax 450 nm., solvent not specified) and isoneoxanthobilirubic
acid {2.VII.} (~ax 395 nm., presumably in the same solvent). It
was suggented that this difference could not be accounted for by the
absence of a. vinyl substituent in (2.VII.) and must arise from a
difference in the chroillophores in each compound, ie. since (2.VII~
exists as the lactam tautomer, 105 then bilirubin must exist as the
lactim tautomer. This comparison is dubious for several rensons.
Firstly, the solvent is not specified and if the data for (2.VrrJ
is assumed to be taken from the literature, 105 then the solvent
is aqueous buffer at a neutral pH, whereD,s that for bilirubin could
be either chloroform or neutral aqueous buffer. Secondly, the tlIO
halves of bilirubin molecule do not have in.entical chromo:nhol'cs.
Thus, in the A-B dipyrrylmethene, the vinyl substituent is cr03S
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d.iD;p.'rylm::thcnc h: linearly con ju ga ted \"l.i. th the rnz i n c hromo ohor-o ,
'rherefQr(~, there OUgl1t to be a difference in tho poai t ions of the
visible absor-ot i.on maxi rna of t!JP. two dipyrrylmetheno8 and the
aos::lrDtic>i1maximuu of bilirubin can be conc.ider-ed to ba the sum
?f the two individual maxima. However, in ffiesobi1irubin (2.VIII.),
the ~ro chromophores are the same as that in isone~xanthobilirubic
acid so, a priori, there ought to be very little difference bctwecn
theposi tions of the absorption max.imaof these compounds , In
neuer-e.l aqueous condi tLons, meaobiLdr-ubd,nhas an abaoz-ptLon maximum
at about 410 nm 105 (same conditions as for (2.VII.». The difference
(15 nm) between mesobilirubin and (2.Vlr.) may be due to interactions
between tho dipyrry1methene subunits in mesobilirubin, intera.ctionB
which are not possible in ("2.VII.). Hence the difference between the
positions of the absorption maxima of bilirubin and (2.VII •.) is probably
due to the absence of a vinyl group in (2.VII.) and so no information
regarding the lactam - lactim tautomerism can be gained in this rmy.
'Bilirubin i'lill react with diazomethane giving predominantly
the dimethyl ester together with a small amount of 01..., cl. ' - dimeth-
oxybilirubin dimethyl ester 102 (2 •.IX.). In this compound,tautomerism
is :impossible and the chromophore is fixed in the lactim form.
Comparison of the visible spectra of bilirubin and (2.IX.), a more
valid compar-Ls on than betveen bilirubin and (2.VII.), suggests that
hilirubin, in chloroform solution, exists as the lactarn tautomer.
If it is ascumed that the absorption maximumof the lactim tautomer
of bilirubin (2.I.) in chloroform lIould differ negliGibly from that
of the enol ether (2.IX.) in chloroform ("-max418 um), then the
observed :;.bsorption maximumof bilirubin in chl.or-of'orm at 454 urnmust
indicate th<1_tthe Lactam tautorner pr(~domin".tes in this solvent.
'I'he formation of (2.IX.) shous that a sma.Ll.pr-oport i.on of bilirubin
p M M E
(2.IDI)














in so l,u cion must bo prasent as tho Laotun t<:':'lltoucr. Prolonged
treatr:wnt.of bilirubin in chloroform or miSO i;-i th dia:':'oi'lcth,:me
""ndoo s not enhance the y i.e Ld of (2.IX.). o No exjiLauat ion ho n :ret
been offered to account for t.he se obsez-ve.t i ons , but it lw.ubGUH
su:::;:?,"Cstedthat they are po s s i bl.y tho r-enuLt of some al t.e red
Lnt.er-ac tLon be tw'een the car-boxy.l i c ac td groups and tb3 he t.er-ocyc l Lc
syst6m~ of bUirubin. 88 Such an interaction might result fr::>m
intramolecula.r hydrogen bonding Ln bilirubin.
2.2.2. Structure and Hydrogen ]3011(15.n5.
Before discussing the various h.y(lrogenbonded structures
for bili:robin which have been prop0secl, mention must be made of the
possible cis - trans inomerism in bilirubin itself. Bilirubin
is formed from haem and therefore should conta.in one of the basic
steric requirements of haem, namely tha.t the hydrogen atoms of
the methine bridges are trans ,.;i th respect to the nitrogen atoms
of the adjacent lacta~ rings (2.X.) and not cis (2.XI.).
By convention, bilirubin is generally represented as the
cis isomer (2.XII.). In theory, bilirubin does possess the
capaod ty to isomerise in this l'lay. The cen·tral methylene bridge
protons, being adjacent to an extended conjugated system
containing a carbonyl group onto l1hich a negative charge may be
delocalised, are perhapz rather more acidic than a normal alkyl
methylene function. Thus enolisation via the loss of one of
these protons or the N-H proton of either pyrrole ring B or e,
rotation about the e(4) - e(5) and C(15) e(16) carbon-
















FIGURE 2.6. THE ISOMERISATION OF BILIRUBIN. 80th mechanisms are
shown on the same molecule.
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to r-ecogntse that the isomerism does in theory, o t least, ex i et ,
When r-e ad i.ng published. li terp.ture concerning hyd r-orjen bonding in
bilirubin, it is apparent that erroneous conclu~ion8 have bS811 ded~ced
through the use of both cis and. trans is:)mers.
Four fundamental hydro_'!,enbonded structures for bilirubin
have been propof1ed (2.XIV. - 2.XVII.) and throe of these (2.XIV. -
2.XVI.) arc;;reproduced here in the exact ferms in nhich they Here
published. Structure (2.XIV.) appears impossible on sterie ground.n
alone, although this structure has been cona Lder-ed likely i.na recent
paper. 93 A model of (2.XIV.) indicates that it is rr.mpossible to
form hydrogen bonds betweeil the carboxylic carbonyl group and the
pyrrole N-H group without severely distorting the molecule. Structure
(2.XVII.) in i-rhichthe hydroxyl group of one of tho ca.rboxylic acLd
functions forms a hydrogen bond to the 'ft-electron system of either
. . 88
pyrrole ring B or C hes also beon considered. This can be considered
as being "haLf way" towards structure (2.XIV.). Howevar , evidence
from the i.r. spectrum of bilirubin (Figure 2.5.) suggests th~t this
structure is not adopted. A priori, one would expect the stretching
frequency of the carbonyl groups to be affected to a much lesser
extent in (2.X\TII.) than in +he other cane s cited, because they arc
not directly involved in the hydrogen bonding. The observed carbonyl
frequency at 1690 cm:1 indicates that tho. carbonyl groups nnrticipate
in strong hydrogen bonding, since saturated s.Li.pba+Lc ce.r-boxy lic
ca~bonyl groups abnorb at 170:) - 1725 cm:lin the absence of
hydrogen bonding. 115a
Structures (2.XVa,b.) and (2.XVr.) are more feasible. It has
been suggested, on the evidenco of isotope .._;xche.nG8expe r-Lments (sce


















stctG vhila (2.XVb.) occurs in chlorof~rm solution. 106 VoJels
constructed of tho hro f'or-ms indicated that eaoh i-;(:;'S free r}:'oiil
.J. • 106 -,. f' th d' t b . t ,.s lir:n.n ana l e lagrams are 0 ce 1.11 erprE)toc~r1goJ.'o'l:'d::;then
(2.XVb.) Sh01-1a the trans isomer tv-hile (:-2.XVI.) shows the cit :i.~,omer.
Obvi.ousIy tho h;:) forms are not now Lrnmed iately I nt.er-conver- tib.le in
going from the solid state into solution without the enolisation
nr-oce su do scr-Lbed above, occurring first - a process unlikely to
occur in the neutral mediumof acbloroform solution. llhichever
isomers it Has intended to depict" j. t is possible for the tr,ms isomer
to adoot the structure (2.XVIII.) which is simi1n.r to (2.XVr.).
The cubsequen t .dLscuasdon will concentrate solely on hy'1.r.'ogal1
bonded forms of the trans isomer.
If one f'o rrn is prevalent in the s::>lid state while another pz-eva i.Lu
in solution ego (2.XVIII.) and (2.XVb.), one might expect the
carboxylic groups to absorb at slightly different i.r. frequencies
in the bra forms, since different groups are involved in the hydrogen
bonding. In the present work, the i.r. spectra of bilirubin 1Tere
recoried in different media and it was found thC'.t the position of the
car-boxy l.dc cnrbonyl absorption does notal ter whetller the samp.l e is
prepared as a Nujol mull, potal3sium bromide disc, in chloroform solution.
or in dioxan solution (Figure 2.7.). In contrant, the i.r. frequency
at which the carboxylic carbonyl group in 2,4- dimethylpyrI'ole -3-
propionic acid (2. V.) .absor-be is strongly dependent on the medium
and rar.Ses from 1690 cm:l (Nujol mull) to 1135 con:l in dioxan solutiCln
(FigUre 2.8.). 'Phese results indicate not only tilnt the car-bonyl,
gI"::>ups of the propionio acid side cha i.ns particin;: te in strong
intram_)lecular hyd.rogen bond s (v.cu1:Jra),out that the hydro~en bonding----
does not alter ,,;i 1:h the medium. Thus,bilirubin can exist only as












FIGURE 2.7. THE CARBONYL REGlONS OF THE I.R. SPECTRA












FIGURE 2.8. THE CARBONYL REGIONS OF THE tR SPECTRA
OF (2.V) IN DIFFERENT MEDIA
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T (,-, X- VTII )_n <. .... ., a plan2.r, pr-otopo r-nhy'rLn - like et.r-uct.ur-oLn
im['lJssi ble because of !Jteric cz-owdi.ng between the carbonyl grounr3
of the terminal lactam rings. (In going from haom to bilirubin &
single car-bon atom has been replaced by tvo oxygen at.ous }, Therefore
the molecule can either adopt a three dimensional "vn shape Hith
the trW arms of the molecule heJd apart by sber-i.c repulsion bo tv18en
the Lac bam rings or alternatively, and. to be preferred, can ado-pt
a pl cna.r "V" shape by a.llolvingrotation about the C(5) - C(6) and
C(14) - C(16) carbon - carbon bonds to take the 1actam rings array
from each other as in (2.XIX.).
The possibility of intermolecular hydrogen bonded dimers and
polymers based on the carboxyl - carboxyl hydrogen bonded struoture
106has been (;uggested. In the solid state, one cannot distinguish
these forms from the intramolecularly bond ed monomer by i.r.
spectroscopy, but in dilute s0lution, any intermolecular hydrogen
bonds should be broken down. Therefore the i.r. spectrum of a
dilute solution should shoW' the presence of a non - hydrogen bonded
ca.rboxylic carbonyl group, unless the molecule adopts an intra-
molecularly hydrogen bonded structure based on the same system.
Since bilirubin is soluble in chloroform only to the 'extent of Img/ml,
giving a 1·1 x 10-3 molar solution, it might be expected that at this
concentration, all intermolecular hydrogen bonds would be broken.
Nevertheless, in solution, the carbonyl frequency is still observed
at 1690 cm:l indicating the hydrogen bonding is unchanged. Dilution
experiments to determine if a change in hydrogen bonding occurs are
not practical becau~c of the poor solubility of bilirubin. The
change of i!1term-,lecular to intramolecular hydrogen bonding on dilution
is unlikely, since the m.olecule ought to f·:>rmand retain the hydrogen
bonded structure which is energetically most favourable, wh i ch in
intramoleculer form.
- 29-
Hhen suegested originally, 106 structure (2.XVb.) 1m;> thou(';ht
to be strain free. H::mever mode Ls indicate three rel;:ted ctr-ucturoa
1'1hichare less strained than (2.XVb.). 'I'hese are (2.XX:.), (2.XXI.)
and (2.X;GI.) which is intermediate betueen the f:i.rst'l;HO structures.
How are the four most likely structures (2.XIX.) - (2.XXII.)
to be distinguished? The i.r. spectrum of bilirubin (F.igu.re2.5.)
-1shows a sharp absorption at 3,410 cm. and a broad absorption at
-13,230 cm. "Iith no other signif'i"cantabsorption between 2,800 and
1,700 -1cm. -1The absorption at 3,410 cm. can be assigned to the non-
hyd b d d N H t t h" 'b t" f 1" 1 t l15brogen on e - s re e l.ng va ra 10n o: a cye a.c <J.Cam,
but it is rather too 101" for the non - hydrogen bonded N-H vibration
-1of a pyrro1e which usually appears at about 3,500 cm., l15c and
Ii
!
is also rather too low for the free O-H vibration of a carboxylic
acid group, which is usually found between 3500 - 3560 cm:l l15a
The band is rather too sharp to contain any hydrogen bonded O-II or
N-H vibrations. -1The band at 3,230 em. can be assiened to hydrogen
bonded N-H vibrations of the pyrroles and the lactams since hydrogen
bonded O-H vibrations generally occur between 2,500 - 2,100 -1 115ucm.
The absence of any other significant absorption bands in this region
suggests the absence of any hydrogen bonded O-H groups in bilirubin.
Thus (2.XVb.) and (2.XIX.) are eliminated. There is additional
evidence for disoounting (2.XIX.) since this form contains the
hydrogen bonded struoture of a carboxylic acid dimer, which generally
gives rise to a broad absorption region with many sub - maxima between
3,000 ~nd 2,500 cm:l 115a In free protoporphyrin, it is expected
that intramolecular hydrogen bonding occurs readily between the
carboxyl groups of the propionic acid side chains, and in a series
of deuteroporphyrin free acids, og.(2.XXIII.) deuteroporphyrin itself,
broad bands near 3,100 and 2,600
b 1· id I' d 116car oxy ~c ao s ·are oun.
-1cm. , characteristic of dimeric


































equ r val errt of these por-pha n dLaoi.ds , the absence of any 1. i~.;~'')(:.r.:h~
in tho i.r. spect rura of bilirubin (even as a 1:B1' d icc , uhi ch r;!,cr:;;::
the rae-ion of the 3Jl0ctrUiTIobscured by 1Jujol) ton·:1_;::to f';llg.~;C;_:t
that bilirubin does not adopt a form like (2.XIX.).
Even though no free N"-H groups are present in (2.:{Zn:. ),
this struoture is compatible with the s"()Gctral evd.derioe i:i:' the
-1band at 3,410 cm. is assigned to the O_Hivibration which rnust then
be "l'1ee.kenedby the effect of the hydrogen bonding of the H-H groups'
to the.bonded N-H vibration in each case.
Consequently any one of either (2.XX.) (2.Xt~I.) and (2 ..XXII.),
seems to be a plausible hy~rogen bonded structure for bilirubin.
Modelf1of these three forms are shoun in Plates 2~1 -:2.3 .11'it
is assumed that the hybridisation state of the Lactam ni tr-)gen
atoms approaches s~2 rather then 3sp, then the models of
forms (2.XX.) and (2.XXI.) indicate that structure (2.XXII.)
would follow directly. While these three cannot be distinguished






l3iliruhin '70.S obtained f:"':):>l DJ;! (;hO·,11.(;:.:1;::; L'td, , and cI'y;:.;tallised.
111
u.v. (Cl.] 0""""1"'0''':0. )11" ." ,.,J __ • ~ 454 n~ (c ~9, 400).
:113X
L· t 881 0, ~ 453ni1l
:1'.l.X
..
C33236N406 requires C, 67-81; li, 6.16;
N, 9.59%.
2r'1 _ ;""'< '':06 :J•• ,j- --- via.S dried over> fl'CGh1y heated 4A molecular sieve, in
a "Iel1 _ stop-pcred via.L, £'81' one "'eel: before use.
Hethods.
2,4 - D:i.2:.cthyll).Y~~role -3- 'Orcrplonic Acid (2.V.).~ 'rhis 1-TaS prepared
according to tho reaction sequence shown in Figure 2.9.
Methyl 4 - acetyl -5- oxohexanoa t.e (2 ..XXIV.).- This "ras prepared as- -
described 117 using methyl 'acrylate (50g, 1·2 mole). Distillation
yielded methyl -1 -acetyl -5- oxohexanoa te (28g., 36%.),.b.p.134 -
135°0 /20 mm He.
i.r •. (t iquid film) Y :max
In n.m.r.(60 :<!JIz, CDCl) "t'
1735(s), 1700(s) cm:1
-6-85(B), +6.05(s)(t:)(:,"Otherm),
6.31(s)(3H), 7.76(s), 7.81(s), 7.30 -
8.00(m),(together lOR).
Analyni s (s) Found C, 58.00; Ht 7.62%.
Mc-ss !:)-P8ctrum (Hull) mle
C9~404 requires C, 58.06; H, 7.53%.
: 186(M+,2), 144(31), 113(34), 112(32),
111(9), 97(6), 84(14), 74(10), 71(19),
69(7 ), 5')(7), 55 (17), 43(B+, 100).











FIGURE 2.9. PREPARATION OF 2,4-DIMETHYLPYRROLE-
3 -PROPIONIC ACID
·_ 3? -
---------·-·---------------- • • o. • • o_. •
Ethyl 4-2'- metliclxy car bonyl c tiIyl-3, 5-·di:Tlothyl PY::"1'olc-2-c:,rh::n;ylElt0
0·1 ;'1010 J' was n i tro aatec ~,. "1"'E-'-'r1"• ,.( t..J .l~_ v V •.._J~:J.. \,..oo.l (_l__._, I,...oi, J '{~""'._'!
doscri bed, 111 using tho aod i.un nl tri Le - glacial acetic acid. method ,
to yield the intc!',nec1ia te (:2.x_-r;_V• ). This wac a l.Loued to roue t
Ivith methyl 4-ncc!;yl-5-oxohexanoate (18·6g, 0·1 rnole ) as a.Lr-eady
Ilescribed 111 to give (2.L,\Vr.). Crystallisation f'r-om absolute
ethanol (charcoE.l) yielded colourless plates, (12g, 48%), ms p,
Lr. (N"ujol mull) 3310(s), 1730(s), 1660(s) -1ern.
u ,v , ~~e thano l ] J..o 280mn (t:: 17,900), 245nm( nh).max .
IH n.m.rO.(60 MH7.,CDCl3) ~ : a·60( b:;r;,lH), 5.65(Q,J=7Hz, 2H), 6.31




C13H19NO 4requires C,61.66; H,'/.51;lJ,5. 531.
254(8), 253(M~ 44), 208(18), 181(15),
135(10), 134(86), 133(10), 120(8), 98
(5), 91(5), 96(10), 95(6), 94(7), 93(7),
91(7), 19(7), 78(5), 17(11), 66(6), 65(11),
53(7), 42(1).
Accurate mass of molecular ion = 253.1320.
2,4-Dimethylpyrrole-3-propionic acid (2.V.).-The diester (2.Y..xVI.)
we.s h:{drolysed and decarboxylnted by a modification of the method
114 ( ) (already described. 2.L~VI. 5g, a·02mole ) was heated under
centle reflux under nitrogen with ivater (25ml ), methanol (7.5 ml ),
and sodium hydr~xide (5g, 0.125mole) for three hours. Aft8r fractional
distillation of -the tae thanoj , sulphur clioxide wae pas ced into the
remaininG hot liquid until effervescence had censed and Cl. "9l'ccinitate
- 33 0-
had. f'o rmod ,
the
801von t re:nove>'i_ in
~ to leave 2.. palo ;'r·ello.; co I Ld, Crys~iJ.llis[~ti on from chlo~o-ro;:,m
lAS _ l'6°c (TO ~ 118 139 _ 1- .,o~)'"i, Ll·)', .L11·"., _ l.;lJ v ...
i.r.(Nujol mull) )) max




AnaIy ei s (s) :Found. c, 64.45; H, 7.82; N, 8.37'1..•
Hass Spcctrum(Hul1) m/e
C9H13N02 requires e, 64.68; H, 7.78;
N, 8. 38~.
: 167(M+,24), 122(7), 120(6), 109(10),
l08(B+,100), 107(14), 106(12), 94(6),
80(5), 78(8), 68(5), 67(5), 66(6),
54(6), 52(6)~ 46(8), 42(9), 40(12),
Accurate mass of molecular ion = 167.0941.
. 118aN-Benzoylglycine (2 ..VI.).- This was pre!Jared as already desor-Lbed ,
Mesobilirubin (2.VIIL).- Bilirubin Has hydrogenated as e.lrea<lY
88de scr-Lbad , except that the crystallisation 1ms from chloroform
at -2:PC.
u s v , (Chloroform) : r.. 4321~"!l(£56,600). Lit.,8S r.. 434mnmax max
(£ 57,soo ) •
Analysis (S) :Found C,66.87; H,6. T); N,9.44%.







discU8POJ ~n Chantsr 5.
1X.,c::J.. '- Dimetlluxylbilirubin Dboth;rl J;stc;_' (2 .IX.).- Bilirubin 17[',S
th 1 t ' 1'" ')' 102 C J 11' t'me y n CQ as a_ roaay QeGCrl~8a. ~T~Ga .lsa lon from liGht petroleum
ether (b.n. 40 - 60°C) yielded nlatos, m.p. 153 - 154°C, (Lit., m.p.




Mas s Spec truro (rcnu) : Accur~to mass of molecular ion
= 640.3255. C31H44N406.requires
640.3::>61.
The cracking pa t t.e r-n ie shown and
discussed in Chapter 5.
Deutera.ted Bilirubin.- All operations lH'~re carried out in a uater free
atmosphere. Bilirubin (73mb, O.125mu:cle) 'Io)'as shaken with a solution
of sodium (35mg, 1.5mmole) in deuterium azide (10"11, 99.8 atom % D)
for one minute in the dark. Deuterium chl oz-Lde (0. ?rnl of a 38% solution
in D20, 99.5 atom % ») waG added ani the nrecipitute filtered and
dried over phosoho~IS pentoxid8 at 2J
usv , (Chloroforl:l)
The preparation of Nujo L mulLs ,i:-1'i EBr di.r.c fJr i. r.
flpectror;CO';1Yvas ca.r-r-Led out (c.;'; far ;-,::,1):J:;;~ible :i.'1'l Wnt.or - free
a:tmosphere.
Sci n·~j_ll p.ti .»: i.1'lllid. - t: O'3~J~-/):: id 0
,rire and dis t i.Ll.cd, in subdued licht, f'roa mdium bor-ohydrLde ,
10m1 oLi.quot s of this mediun «er-e uced ncr sampl o vi c.L,
Cons t r-uctd on of (~uc:n(:hir.~?Curve .- Bilirubin hc:.s a liGht e.bcor-pt i.on
maximun at 454nm and the absorption profile is such that a considerable
p:c;yportion of the f'Luor-eac enoo or both PPO, ,n,t 363nm, and narticulorly
POPOF, at /;.30nm, is i::bsorb.:;d by the llilirubin. Thus a t bilirubin
concentrations greater then O.25mg/lOml scintillation fluid, there
is greater than 5("'1% quenching, and above O~lmf~/lOml, the quenching
A quencrn ng curve ua s constructed in tho follow'ing- manner:-
Aliquots (O.lml - O.6ml) of a solution of cold bilirub1.n in
scintillati:m fluid (O.05mg/ml) wer-e made up to 10m1 with scintil18tion
fluid. 'rritieto~l Wetter (10 rI, activity ....3 x 104cpm/l0 p-l) was
added to each. Tho apparent activity was clotermil1ed and compared
l-1i th the ac t i vi 'IiYof a si01ila1' samp l,e lacking bilirubin. 'I'he results
of 21 deteI';:lin:;,-Li~ns are shown graphically in Figure 2.10., l'l'i th the
line of Leas t squares c.nalysis drawn in.
Tri tiated Bilirubin.- All operations 1-TOrecarried out in a lmter
f'r-ce atmocph'3ro. Bf.Li.r-ub i n (73mg, O.125mmole) rras shaken with a.
sol ution of ::'odiurn hydroxide (60;ng, 1. 5mmole) in tri tia ted 1i.1. tel'
(5",1, activity 5.5 x l09cr_)m/ml) 1':)1' one minute in tho dark.
Hydrochloric ac i.d (0. ?~ll cone .lIGl diluted Id th tri tia ted we. ter( 1,,11))
i7:.>S added 8.n1 the pr-cci pi tate 1'H bered and dried to cons tan t ac tivl ty
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The snec i f'Lc ac ti v il.y of the tr:i. ti~)teld. b iL il'lJDin Wd.G detcz-m.i.nod
as follows:- Aliquots (a.l~l- a.6ml) of ~ s?lution of triti~tod
biLdr-ub.l n 1''''1 d1'O'C~1'1 (o'kout .) i)">' ..'r-I"II_4..L. .1.1 J .c....- c.-.:J ' • '. :;_"~/;'~ , the' exact concen tr-atlon be:!.!~G
determined spectrophotolletric;,'11y) HCrE. mad.(jup to 10mI Hi t.h
scintillation fluid and the s~m91es counted. After corrcction for
quenching, it was shown thDt, for hiO p.ceparations, 5.95 (avorasc
of seven determine.tions) and 6.03 (avor&go of six clcte:crninaU:'ms)






diazotised su Lphcrri lLc ao i.d - t:]O van ,:'cn TIer,;h ru:.ctio.i:l ),':"0_ is
used in the quan t i til. ti ve debcr.nina t i.on of ;)ilirub l n and i tf, c()njugCl.tcs
in sera. T\'TO ty?es of r-eac !;:i on have bC2L -i.dantifi cd, the ":Ll:.':i.rect"
reaction, given by uncon jujaLed b.i Li.r-ub.i.n only ill t:18 n:es;;cnr:c 0:1" a
"pr-omo te r" (usually methanol) _. 1'1hich nry se rve t·) dL".:rUDt 1.1-'.8
hydrogen bonds in bilirubin - a.nd the !lciircct" re:.ct:i.on, (,:j.vcn.b,Y
conjugated bi.Ldrubfn which :rcclul.res no added promoter.
of the diazo r-eaotc on, 102 hilt only reoently have tho Laomcr-s boon
separated and Ldent i.f'Lnd , 121,122 The :n<dr;~ of iso:nrs (3.1.), (3.11.)
and (3.III.),(3.IV.) have been identified from the rs,"ctiom, of'
bilirubin with di azo t i aad ethyl anthr:mila 1;e J.21, 122 and :li2:',oti sed
'1' 122 t· 1an~ ~ne respec lve y. It will be seen, that all the carbon atoms
in bilirubin are accounted for in the azom gment s save ono, t.ha t of
the oentral methyl one bridGe. Tbe diazo reaction ic thouSht to occur
in two steps, 123,124 and it has been postulated th[l.t the central
met~lene bridge car-bon Cltom is released as f'orme.Ldobyd e dU:r-U1Z; the
123, 124seoond step of the reaction. Hovcvcr; no .for:naldehS,.:e could.
be detected in the dLst.Ll.Late from the Y2D don Bar';:: r-eact ion uc i.ng
1'-'1::
3 - methyl -2- benzothiazolone hydrazone (r:i81'H) (3.IT.). ':'J M'0JlH
reacts wi ttl aliphatic.: n.ld.chyJ.cs in the pl'er.~OJ1Cc of o~:Y3cnP.ILl d.ilute
acid to f:>rm the intense bl ue cation O.Vr.). 126 In the ahr.ence
of other reporteo. attempts to detect any fOl'r.18.1de'1'!L) ronei,s;l <~;tt.clT:Dh:
were made in the current invc·L~ti,rJ3.ti')n to ,:letc'r!lir" ::i. f the ,d,;cli_Y:1f)














CH3\N~.. ='• I• I
. S,·,.) .-.N:-;:N:-::::TH='=N==N---.''',~S
R
(3.Ill) R=H or Alkyl
33 --
li'o.cmalrlchyclo C3.n 1)0 1''"J:cr1ily-'J.ctoctcd by GLe 1..13il13' a OOlUlTll1
127Ki th ronktGI':ft.hri tol te t r-aace t.at.e as the sta t.ionar-y phase , In
this Korl;:, us Lng 6ft and 12 ft columns, the 1imi t of de tec tLon of
i':Jrmo.l:iehyde W2.B f'ounI to be 0.05% 1:T/V formaldehyd.e in meth,·:I.noJ./i.:ater.
Jrheorctical con::;i:i:n'at:lons of' the diazo reaction shov that O.33mmole
of bd.Li rub i n (195mrs) w iL], y i.eLd only lOmG" of f'or-maLdohyde , then if
the reaction is car-r-Led out in a tota.l volume of 100ml, this represents
a maximum concenbr-a tion of forFla.ldehyde of 0.01%· u/v. Apart from the
low concentration of fDrmald.chyde Lnvo Lvcd , :i. t wac found unpractical
to inject a sample of the reaction mixture directly :5.nto the gas
chr-omatogr-aph because of the ~}r0SenCe of involatile materials, \'1hi1e
distilla tion of the formalcleh,Ycle i'Tith the solvents troukd serve only
to reduce the formaldehyde concentration still further. For these
reasons this methol was abandoned in f'avour- o.f trap-ping the formaldehyde
chemioally with 5,5 - dimeth,vlcyclobexa-I,3-clione (dimedone) (3.VII.)
to form formaldehyde dime thcne (3. VIII.). 1Hth free bilirubin, the
diazo reaction can be readily carried out in a chloroform - mothanol
medium. Since both these solvents contain Cl units that could give
rise to formaldehyde, this s~lvent system was rejected and a 1,2 -
dichloro8thane -tcrt. butanol mcdi.um uacd instead,cven though the
reaction is much sJ.'JH03rin this medium. Ethanol wa s tried, wi tIl a
reaction r3te similar to that observed with methanol, but this shows
the d.i eaIvantugo of the f'o rmrvt ion of a t roub'l e ao.ne by - pr-oduc t -
5,5 - dit:lcth,yl -3- e t.hoxycyc.Lohcx -2- enone (dimod:me ethyl ether)
(3.IX.) - duri"'g' the slightly ac id condi tions of the Laa t stc:ge of




tort. butanol medLumand the eol verrt c dLstd Ll.ed into a ~>ol.ution of
dLmodone, Aftn:!' work-up, formaldohydc dimethone , id8f1 tical in aLl,
rf)Spects wi th en authentic aampl e , coul d be Lso l.a ted , thus sholVing
that formaldehyde is indeed f'or-ned during the diazo r-eao t Ion, No
forma.ldehy"ledimothone was obtad.ned from t"TO control reactions, one
Ln lrhich the d.Lazorri UEI corncound 'l'TaS omitted and the other in whi.ch
the bilirubin was omitted.
A possible mechani sm for the reaction is Sh01V!l in Figure ).1.;
it should be n::>ted, however, that the initial attack by the diazonium
cation can occur at either C(9) or crn ). The general r-cactLon
123scheme is similar to th3.t already reported for ...hich confirmatory
kinetic evidence has been })resented 123, 124, 128 and which must
follow since all the main products of the z-eact ion a.re n01{known
(ignoring any side reactions). Tho dipyrrylmethene (3.XI., R =H) has
already been postulated as an intermediate in the reaction 123, 124
and. has been claimed to have b",en isolated 123 and to react with
diazotised aromatic amines. 123 Therefore, an elegant way to confirm
thut formaldehyde is formed during the second step of the reaction
is to isolate (}.XI.) and allow it to react with a. diazonium compound
and"determine any formaldehyde produced aa :formaldehyde dimethone.
Hovever-, all a.ttempt c , Ln this work, to repeat tile isolation of
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~ilil·l1b2.~ l-1I::'S obt.a i.ned f'r o:« BDH ChG:r!lc::~ls IJtd., and 1[2.8 puri.f'Lerl
before U~0. 129
u.v.(Chlo~oform)
( 5p 8"')'£ U, '..I,~>,'Q
Analysis (n) Pound. C,67.04; H,6.16; N,9.45%.
C,67.t31; H,6.16;
1,2 - Ddch'l or-oe thane , Tcrt.=~1~t8nol and Petroleum Ether (b ,», 60 - 8COC)
were distilled before use.
Diethyl Ether (A.R.) and 'Dirf::_3clonewez-e uced without further purification.
Methods.
, "
Gas Chromatogrn.'phy.- T~'iO ooLumns 1wro DI'opared, 6 x 3/8 o c d , and
, It
12 x 3/8 o.d. using 20~:'~i/..·r pentaerythri tal tctraacetate on PhaaePak
Q~21 An F le 1.'lGas Chr-omat.ogr-aph was used Hi th the coLuum temperature
at 95°C and a helium f'Low rate of' 25:ill/ffiin. a.t 25n.o.i.
Detection and Ls oLa't I on of' Formaldehyde as Fo r-maLd ehyde Dilj~ethone--_._ .....---.._-----------_.
(3.VIII.)
a) Using 1,2 - DdchLor-oe t.he.ne and Tert •Butano Lv-« Bilirubin (195mg,
O.33~~01e) was suspended in a mixture of 1,2 - dichloroethane (50ml)
and tort. butanol (5Oml). A solution of benzencdiazoniurn chlortde
(2mmole) 130·'Was added and the mixture stirred in Cl cl o sed flask, in
the dark, at room temperatuN~, for 30 m.inu be s , A further quantity
of benzenediazonium chloride (2m'!101e) \.118 added and the oolution
stirred for 30 minutes m020. The J~O<~Cti on mi x tur-e ;.raf; then
evaporated t.o dryne ss , the so I verrt s being distilled into a solution
of d l.nedone (200mB') in t er t , butanol (5:)ml ), ,Ti th the reed ve r-
-0-
:i5.nwdODEJ (200me) in tort. but ano l (50m1). The dinedono co Luti ono
1TOl'ecY:lbined and heated. unte r gentle r-ef'Luxfor 3D min. After cooling
ohoved the presence of formaldehyde d imethone , RF == O./~4. The
formaldcl:::r-Je dd.methone was LsoLated by e lut ion f'r om rr ~<nicic o.o id
column (100 mesh, 140m x 3c~ o.d.) with petroleum ether (b.p. 60 -
80°C) - 3.icthyl other (3:1, v/v). 'I'hi s mi'te!'ialwas used 1-dthout
further purification. Recovery W3.S up to 20mg (2Qf), m.p. 186 - 187°C
L·'• 131 191 '91 5°C11.1., . -.L •. •
1.:::-. (Chloroform) V max
( Quo1i ta tivc, I'<1e triano1)
1610(8), 1580(8) -1cm.
u.v. f.. 257nm Lncr-eae tn» to 2E38nmon themax ~
addition of baec.
In n.m.r.(60 MHz, CDC13) ~ : 6.80(s,2H), 7.10(s,8H), 8.95(s,12H)
The enol hydr-oxyL pr-ot.on s wer-e not observed.
Mass Spcctrum(Hu11) m/e : 293(5), 292(M+,20), 191(5), 180(5),
166(5), 165(22), 161(5), 153(8), 152
(23), 149(8), 147(6), 145(6), 141(7),
140(21), 137(14), 125(11), 124(13), 123
(11), 121(10), 112(19), 111(11), 110(10),
109(19), 107(13), 105(11), 98(11), 97(27),
96(11), 95(27), 93(14), 91(16), 85(17),
84(25), 83(B+,100), 82(18), 81(27), 79(17),
77(12), 73(13), 71(23), 70(23), 69(42) ,
63(23), 67(27), 60(13) , 57(46) , 56(73),
55(96), 54(19), 53(21), 51(11), 50(12),
45(14), 44( zt), 43(5/~), 42(23), 41(89),
Accura.te mass of molecular ion 292.1677.
- 1',.2 -
Dample of fo~aaldehyd0 dimeth~n8. 131, 13?
When 1,2 - dichloroothane (50ml) and te~t: but2Dol (50ml)
eontainihg f'o r.na Ldehyde (lOmg, eou ivaLerrt to 195mc; of bilirubin)
wer-edi at i.Ll od as above the f'Jrl1aLlchy,::'.e di.methone recov8r8d never
exceeded 205~ of the theoretics.1 arnoun t (lOOme;).
b) Using 1,::' - Dichloroethane B.nd Etha.nol.
The diazo r-eao t ion was carried out exact Iy as (lencribed above
ucd ng etha.nol in place of tert. butanol, but rrLC (chloroform) of' tho
product obtained showed a largo amount of a product ui th HF = 0.22.
Thi s rnateria.lwas i sola ted by PIJC (chloroform) and f'ound to be
dimedone ethyl ether (J.IX.), identical ~;:i.thcm authEmtic sample
prepared as described below.
i.r. (L.iquid film) 1660(s), l610(s) -1cm."max
u ,v, (Quali t.a ti ve , Methanol)
S A 253nm.max
4.15(s,lH), 6.05(q,J=1Hz, 2H), 1.75(8,2H),
7.90(s,2H), 8.60(t,J=7Hz, 3H), 8.90(s,6H).
169(7), 168¢:1 +,48), 154(5), 153(16), 140
(6), 113(10), 112(87), 98(12), 86(12), 85
(11), 84(B+,100), 83(10), 69(60), 68(16),
61(8), 57(8), 56(9), 55(16), 53(6), 42(7),
41(20), 40(15).
Mass Spectrum(Hull) m/e
Accurate mass of molecular ion = 168.1146.
Dimedone Ethyl Ether.- This vIas . 118bprepared aa already de8crlbed
ul:ling dimedone (7g, O.05mole) and cliethyl sUlphate (6.6m1, 7.?g, O.05mole)





1I·r 11 ''1 r (60 ~frrr r CC'.L'J. •••• \. !~...i';':.I"'..;, 4 I
!.lass Spectrum (Hull ) m/o
-1cm ,
4.75(r;,lII), 6.10(q, J:-.::1Hz, 2H), 7.75(rJ,2H),
7.91(s,2il), 8.62(t, J=7Hz, 3il), 8.91(s,6TI).
169(11), l6S(I;I+, 5EJ), 153(ld, 140(12),
125(6), 113(10), 112(B+,100)~ 111(5),
97(7), 85(9), 84(93), 83(27), 70(5), 69
(50), 68(58), 67(8)~ 57(8), 56(17), 55
(20), 53(6), 43(27), 42(6), ~1(21),
40(12).
Accurate mass of mol ccul.a» ion 168.11645.
CHAPTER 4.
METAL CO;',lPLEXES OJ' BILIRUBIN.
- 44 -
4. METAL COMP1El~ES OF BILIRUBIN.
4.1. Introduction.
The apparent ina.bility of bilirubin to form sta.blemetal
complexes was explained by assuming that bilirubin existed as the
bialactam 80 rather than the bi~lactim form. The latter contains
two tertiary tti trogen a.tomswhich would coordinate to a rce tal ion,
whereas theoe llitrogen atoms are not present in the b.isLactnm and
80, this form should not form complexes. In contrast, biliverdin
and other tertiv.ry nitrogen - containing tetrapy:rroles, readily
form metal complexes. 10f, 133 However, it appears that bilirubin
will a1eo form metal oomplexes, paI·ticularly with zino ions. Thus,
the a.ddition of a 'i!$ solution of zinc acetate in methanol to a
solutio. of bilirubin in chloroform - methanol (1:1) induces a
bathochromio shift im the absorption spectrum from 452run to 476nm.134
This is explain.ed by a revered ble complex formation with the zinc
ioms, since the addition of acid causes decomposition of the complex
and the absorption maximum return~ to 452nm. 134 Mesobilirubin will
also form a complex with a bathochromic shift from 430nm to
.45lnm. 134 Similar effects were observed when aqueous zinc acetate
was added to a. solution of bilirubin in ethanolamine, the complex
being decomposed on the addition of a chelating agent (EDTA).135
The presence at zino ions in an aqueous alkaline solution of
bilirubin has been eho1fI1to cause an increased rate of decomposition
of bilirubin. 136, 137 The complexes tormed between bilirubin and
transition and rare earth metals in chloroform - ethanol have also
been examined, and it was found that transition metals that formed
strong, square planar complexes caused rapid bilirubin degradation.
Of the lanthanide elemente, only samarium (III) showed any tendency
to torm covalent bonds. 110
- 45 -
Recently, the comnlexes bet~oon the biladieno (4.I.) and the
transition metals Co(11), Ni(11), CU(II), and Zn(11) have beon
isolated and charccte.rd sed, 138, 139 All the complcxes have Q. liGand
metal ratio of 1:1, but those of Co(11) and Zn(I1) contain ti-TOtetra-
pyrrole residueG 'Iiith tetz-ahedr-a I coor-dlna tion about the metal atom,
i
'1'Thilethose of Cu(II) and Ni(II) contain one tetrapyrrole r-osidue with I
squar-eplanar coo:rdination. Eowever-, vThile (4.I.) is a bdLadicne ac ,
it is unlike bilirubin in that it lacks the lactaIi1carbonyl groups, and
as a result, contains two tertiary nitrogen atoms. If bilirubin forms
similar comp1e.i:es,it must presumably first eno1ise to the bislactirn.
It has been suggested that zinc may be important in liver
function 140 and bi1irubin is known to Lnhtibit human and equine 1iver












alcohol dehydrogenase,14l and'equine liver glutamate delzydrozenase.142
Both of these enzymes require zinc ions for their a.ctivity and it has
been ouggested that, inter alia, the mechanism of inhibition by
bilirubin may be due to the formation of a complex between the bilirubin
and zinc ions.
was un1ertaken with a view to the elucidation of their structures.
4.2. Results and Discussion.
4.2.1. Bilirubin - Zinc Complexes.
4.2.1.1. Preliminary Observations.
The metal complexes of bilirubin have been examined
110 110 134usin5 chloroform, chloroform, - methanol, ' chloroform -
ethanol, 110 ethanola.mine, 135 tetrahydrofuran, ,110 mISO, 110 and
:pota.sniumcyanide - DMF 110 as solvents. In this 'l-Tork,the compl.exas
formed between bilirubin and zinc acetate in DMF and DMSOwere
examined and will be discussed.
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from 454nrn to 526 nn is observed in the a1")sorr)tionr;nactrur:land t:w
eoIu tLon becomes dark red (Figure 4.1a-c.). N,N -Dieth,ylforTIlo,mide
vas also examined as a solvent, but a 18.1'go excess of zinc ace tat.e
'Has req_uired for any a-ppreciable complex f'o rma tLon to occur.
Corresponding comp'l exo s ar-e also formed be tween mesobilirubin and
zinc acetate under identical conditions with a bathochromic shift from
420nm to 482n:n (Figure 4.1d.). Similar spect.ral shifts are observed.
when the zinc salts of formic, propionic, n -butyric, and n -valerie
acids are used in the place of zinc acetate. However, for the same
degree of complex formation in each case, more zinc formate is
required them any other zinc aH-...yl carboxylate tested.. On the other
hand, the zino salts of the strong acids hydrochloric, sulphuric and
trichloracetic a.re not conducive to complex formation in the di-polar
aprotic solvents used. Thus it would appec:.rthat on complex formation
protons are liberated, which if not removed aa the undissociated acid,
(as in the case of aceti.c - n -valerie acids) effectively cause the
decomposi tion of the comp'lex, Indeed the addition oI' water or ac i.d
to, e.g. the complex l-Ti th zinc acetate causes decomposition of the
complex.
The compkexes in .DMF are fairly stable tOl·lardsoxygen, the
stability increasing in the presence of an excess of zinc acetate,
whereas inDMSO, the oomplexes are stable only in the absence of oxygen.
In the· presence of oxygen, the colour due to the complex rapidly f."des
but the identities of the pr-ssumed oxidation products have not been
determinei.
Spectrophotometric examination of the addition of aliquots of
a solution of zinc acetate in DMF solution to a solution of bilirubin


















FIGURE 41 THE ADDITION OF 3 EQUIVALENTS OF Zn(OAc}2 TO
SOLUTIONS OF BILIRUBIN (a-c) AND MESOBILlRUBIN(d)
400 600
FIGURE 4.2. THE ADDITION OF THE STATED
pt ALiQUOTS OF A 103M SOLUTION-5
OF Zn(OAc)2 IN DMF TO A 1.7x10 t-.
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single Lsobe st i,c point at 470;:1.:1 :'ndic!:,t.L!I:~ tilit t.h~: C:!l':d1E'Of.) in
concentration of the ["..bcor-bt ng ~.1N)cies (bilirubin :md the como.l ox )
ar-e related linoarly and thr-t til(; overall r-cac t i on h:::8 ono ~'o.to
~ IA3~etcrminin8' step. ' 'rho complex nature of tho :['8D.ctinZ ::;yster;
precluded the ca l cuLatLon of a mean tngf'u.l ::;t.abili ty conrrtant of the
complex. ~xamination of the organic rna t.e r ia'l recovered f'r-om the
samples of the comp.Lexec (in DlIII<' and D?1S0) d ecornpoaod by wa tel' ,~hOlTed.
it to be identical to bilirubin in al L respocts, indic:~.ting that the
complex formation is indeed a reversi ble :n.1'O~esr3.
In view of the instability of the zinc comp.l ex in :or,rso eoLut Lorr,
compared wittl that in m.rr., most of the quan t i,tat Ive debormLnat-Lona
'\-rere ca.rried out using the comp'l ex in the latter solvent.
4.2.1.2. Stoich~_r)":1()try and T';):::~i::l() structu:!'e1'l o:f
the Zinc Complexes.
U· .h th d f' t· . t· 1't..4sJ.ng ti e me . 0 0_ con ~nUOUE var-aa .aoris , '
it l1as shown that in both DMFand mISO, the zinc : bilirubin ratio
'in the complexes is 3 : 1. Concentration of a solution of bilirubin
and four equd.va'Lerrtc of zinc acetate in m,~~~yields an orange precipitate
nnd elemental analysis of two separate preparations indioated a
ni trogen : zino ratio of 2 ,1. Taking thet~e re euLt. s together and
assuming that the co:nplex contains one tetrapyrrole r-osLdue , then there
must a.lso be tl'TODMFmolecules present in the complex. Samplos of
the DMFcomplex prepared from 14c - labelled zinc acetate had specific
activi ties, after corroction for quenching, consistent 1'1ith the pr-csence
of two acetate ions. 'rhe complex therefore has a bilirubin : zinc :
acetate ion: Df.i:Fratio of 113:2:2.
Isolation of the complex from mno solution, in an analogous
manner yields a dark red solid, but uith variable Zn : Hand Zn : :3
The i.r. spectr'U:il of the if::olnted mcS' complex as /c. iJujol muI.I
( ') < "):v, -, -1Fi[~ra 4.3. shows a banl ut J,Jv.crn. indicating tho uresence of
O rr JT H 115d whi Lo-lA 01' :-,- Groups 1 ., t.he carbonyl roc:i.on 011011"::; band s at
1"60 1""0 'l"f" -1 . t t t th J. n b']' ,. .~ tlo \., 0.) :;>.n[;_ ) )c;n. a.n con' 'I'~.c[',' 0 <.t'G ox J. .a rurn n unu.e r le
same cond i +i.ons (Figu:eo 2.5.).
InvP:"t5_:jation of tno Lso Latod IlMF comoLex by mass :>pectroH1ctry
shone that, on ra.icing the te~llp0r[tture of a sample vrhich had been
directly Lnso r-bed into the G-pectl'ome'ter, mu" is evolved e.t 50°C
of'ol Lowedby acetic acid at ~OO- 120 C. Whentho comoLex prepared
from zinc p(;l'clouteroacetate is similarly analysed, m!F arid CD3COOH
are evolved. However, it i::; not poas i hl.e to disting.1i::;h the
cracking patte rna of m'Il~1 CH3COOH or CD3COO
R because of the presence
of decomposi tion frag:~cnts from the bilirubin ligand. This uugge st e
tha t the DT;~.~'and acetate ions are present as ligands. The presence of
free DHFis unlikely sdnco the s(;''Irplewas maintained at a pressure
of O.lmmHe at room tc:npcrature for 24 hours. Also the pr-esence of
fr0e zinc acetate is unlikely, for nhile the hydrated salt does evolve
acetic acdd Ln the mass s'pectrometer under the conditions used above,
it does so less readily than do the complexes.
It is not possible -to record the IH'n.m.r. spectrum of the
miP complex, since, once isolated, it is very insoluble. However,
it is possible to record the spectrum of the DMSOcomplex since a
concbntrated sfl.ffiplecap be prepared in situ using 2H6 -DMSOand
zinc perdeutero:lCetate. As both the m1F and m1S0 complexes have the
same zinc: bilirubin ratio and simila.r abcorption snectra, it is
e saumed
1that the H n.m.r. epcct ru:n of the Dill"complex woul.d be cd.loilar


























































3.91't' in the ro:)cctru'11of bi.Li.r-ub l.n, I...nbe Lr1" n.• in.T. spectrum of
b"· " . 2,. D'''''O r ::, 4 r- \ 1t· , 1meao '._..,'1.1'''' ",L' n 11'. .' . ~ \ '·,'1~'lrr'> ') I 0 •. =.a.nec un an an: 00'·"'-''''nv.... ,oJ • __ ..... v . H6 - .,_~ 1. .:,' .\,;, e , ./~· c-. . v'_., ..... , •. ,. C. -bv'-<"
manne r .Je:iiODs'[,rater:; more clearly the changers occurring on complex
f'or-ma t ion, 'rhus, the met hLne bridge protons, r-e sona t l ng as Cl. f.5Ul[';let
at 4.06"t' iil mc eobi.Lf.rur».n , resom~te a s a gr(>up of threo singlets at
3.98~, 3.R3-r and 3.8'2"t: in tho D~iSO complex, "lith the intensit1e:::
of the t.;o Lover f'LeLd r-oeonance s being eque.L, Integro tion of all
three resonr:.nC0S sUGZE.'sts that, combined, they correspond to two
~rotons. A possible explanation is that if the complex is in
8Iluilibri't:t!1l ,;ith free bilirubin, the resonance at 3.98"t is due to
free bilirubin 1·rhile the remaining resonances arise 1'1'0'11 the complex.
l'Ihy the comp.Lexa tdon of zLnc should cause this effect is uncertain,
.but whi::'e it suggests th[; t the zinc ions a.re coordil'latecl by the ni tl'ogen
a toms of biLi.r-ubin and ITlosobilirubin, the Zn(II) ion has a d
lO
configuration of electrons and is thernfo:r-e diamagnetic and so should
influence the n.m.r. sp8ctrum very littlQ. The attempted titration
of tho methine proton re sonance I'd th Zn( II) failed because whenever-
less than four eq_uivalents of Zn(II) were added to the sample tube,
the complex precipiteted out.
All attempts to obtain the mEl' complex in a macrocrystalline
form failed, the complex being ob talried Lns tcad as an appo.rently
amorphous orange povd er , X-Ray p01'Tder photographs of cevez-at samples
of the complex show a fev; J repro:luci ble diffraction bands differing
from those obtained fr0ffi crystn.lline zinc acetu.te or bilirubin ,;>,lone.
This indic3.tcG that tIw ('::}nplex is microcryDtalline and a definite
cho·nica.l entity.
Before n str ....1ctu::'O is prol)o:;cd certain aSDurnptlons must be r;:1.de.
There are no ligand fiold stabili:::,;;:,tion effGcts in the Zn(Ir) iO:1
FIGURE 4.4. THE 100MHz \-!N.M.R. SPECTRA OF
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FIGURE 4.5. THE 100MHz 1HN.M.R.SPECTRA OF
MESOBILIRUBIN(a) AND ITS ZINC(II)












































beccuce of the completed cl cneI I hence the f;'.te:t'C'(1cho;-ntnt:::y of ?;n(II)
comp l exos is determined solely by con;;:ir10:C[l.t:i·:n)_~ Cif the m.zu,
electroetatic forces and cova.lent bondi.ng f'or-ccc of' the U [::1:1(1f:'.
Therefore, Zn(II) generally adop t s a coor-d i.netLon number of four .;:t th
tetrc.hedr·al cooz-dLnatdon of the liei"'_nd~3.1450
Assuming the complox ·~ocontain one tetr[Jpyrrole r-o.ri.due, it
is proposed thc.t one of the zinc ions is coordinated by the:'
carboxylc:.te anions of the tHO ,)ropionic acid side ch2.inG, in a manner
146similar to that found in zinc acetate dihvdr-ate , Houcver-, unl.Lke
Zn(OAc)2.2H20, vhf.eh is octahedz-af ,d th the acetate grOU1)8 equatoriDl,
it is sug~sted that the carboxyl ats -ooordLnated zinc Lon in the m:F
complex is tetrahedral, in the absence of any extra lig211d:~wh'ich
might have otherwise forced it to adopt an octClhedral structure.
This centre is therefore electrically neutral vTi th the stereo -
chemistry as shown by (4.11.). Only if' the bilirubin onolis0:3 to the
bislactim fO!"lll,to give tvro tertiary nitrogen atoms can the other
two zinc ions be coordinated in a manner in keopdng vri th the normaI
bonding in metal complexes of pyrrolic systems. 133, 147 It is
then possible that the eno15_sation is the rate determininc step in
the f·_)rmationof the complexes, referred to above. The complete
structure is shown by (4.111.) with the tlfO vacant coordination sitos
on each of the pyrrole - coordinated zinc ions occupied by a uni
dentate acetn.te ion and a JJMFmolecule coordinated via the nitrogen
atom. It will be seen thn.t the molecule is electrically neutral.
A model of (4.111.), shown in Plate 4.1., indicates little
strain or steric crm.;din~. This appenr s to be a plauoi ble structure
- a structure based on the hydrogen bonded structure of bilirubin
(2.XVIII.) is rejected because of even greater sterie crowding than






ia ci01ific3nt then it is pon2iblc that the complex could be polymeric.
the coo r.t i.na't'i on of pr-ojri onatc eroups from two different bilirubin
molecules to <.>. z inc ion. Unf'or tunot eLy, the nature of tho re~l(lt·i.on
m.ixtur-o does not n.llolr an csti;1late to be made of the mol ecul.ar- 1'lei{;ht
of t ho cornnl ex Hhen it is formed initi~tl1y in solution. Fur-the rmor-e ,
the insolubility of the if'.olo.tedcOffiTllcxdoes not permit an accurate
determination of its moleculer weight by cryo8coTdc, ebullioccopic
or os~ometric methods.
The i.r. ::;:rectrumof the comr1ex is compatible with the structuTc
(t;.III.). If tbe band aL 3,300cn:l is assigned to the stretching mode
-1of the enolic O-HgrOUPf the bands at 1660,1630, and 1575cm •. may
be ascigned in the followine vmy. The c~rboxYla te ions show two,.·CO
stretching band s in the i.!". spectrum, whether- it is free or
coorcline.ted to a me t.aI ion. 148 Theoretically, thece bands ( for
symmetrical and asymmetrical siT'etching modes) should be further apart
when the car-boxy l.o te {;rou:o is a uni.derrta te ligand than when it is
a bidontate ligand. frj comparison with examples alrcndy published,148,l49
. ~_-1the broad band at 15" .znn , in the complex is assigned to the
aoymmetric stretching mode in the bidentate propionate and the
unidentDte acetate licands. -1The band observed at 1415cm. is
assigned to· the symmetrical stretching mode af the unidentote ligands
while th.s.t of the bidentate ligands is presumed to be obscured by the
6 -11'1ujo1 absorption band at 14 5cm. The absorption at 1660crn:1 is
assigned to the car-bony L stretching mode in the DI,IFLi.gand while that




Both bilirubin ()j_'ilot..hylesto r (4.IV.) and. ()(,~. '- dimeth-
oxyb iLir-ub'i n dimethyl e ste r (4. V.) ..iill f'ocm complexes ld th~ir,c acetate
in m:F col.ut icn , In each cace tho complex is slower in forming than
the corc-eroond i.ng complex of bilirubin, that of (4.IV.) taking 20 -
30 rn.lnuues at r-oom tempera.ture ..rh iLe thr"t of (4.V.) takes 1 - 2 hours.
'I'hd s In-tter obaer-va tLon is unusua.I since (4.V.) is fixed in the bis-
Lac tam form so the rate of complex formation ought to be equa L to or
_z'renter them the ro.te observed for bilirubin i t cel f unless the structures
of the two complexes differ.
UsinG the method of continuous variations, 144 the Zn : (4.V.)
r3.tio in the cI., rJ. r., d irae thoxvbdl.Lrubdn dimethyl ester complex lias
found to be 2 : 1. Unf'or tuna tel::,r this method cannot be used to
Jctcrr.line the ~toichi()metry of the bilirubin dimethyl ester compl.ex
sLnce the absor-pt.Lon f!:':,)ectrumof this comp.l ex varies id th tho amount
of zinc added.
Figure (4. ().) chows the variations, ..d th time, in the absorption
apectra when tKo(a) and four(b) equivalents of zinc ions are added to
a solution of bilirubin dimethyl ester in DMF., The corresponding
absorption spectr~ obtained whenltwo equivalents of zinc ions are
added to a solution of ot.., 0( t_ dimethoxybilirubin dimethyl ester are
chosn in Figure4.1a, while Figure 4.7b shows the effect of adding
2..liquots of two equiva.lents of zinc ions and recording the spectrum
immediately after each addition. The a~pearance of an isobe£>tic
point in each case indicates a linear z-eLa tionship between two components.
Ebuever, in Ii'igure 4.1a, thE: isobestic point (at 460nm ) does not
coincide "ii th the absorption spec-trum of the eX ,c( '- ddmethoxybt Ltrubfn
















FIGURE 4.6. THE FORMATION,WITH TIME, OF COMPLEXES AFTER
THE ADDITION OF (a) 2 AND (b) 4 EQUIVALENTS OF
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FIGURE 4.7. THE ADDITION OF ZINC ACETATE TO
rJ.,o<'- DIMETHOXYBILIRUBIN DIMETHYL ESTER IN DMF
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does, 'rh:i.s may indicate th~'.the initial complex «.;,.8 in F:i.g'Jrc4~7b.)
rearranges with time to give a complex wi.th a Zn : (4.V.) ratio 01'
2 : 1. Possible strllctures for the complexea with (4.IV.) and (4.V.)
are sho~m by (4.VIa.) and (4.vrs.) ref3pectively, although the
possi 11i11ty of a binuclear complex for bilirubin dimethyl ester as
found for (4.1.) cannot be ruled out. The behaviour of the bilirubin
dimethyl ester complex:may possibly be due to interaction between the
1t-electron systems of the dipyrrylmethenes a.ndany zinc ions in excess
9£ those required for complex formation.
In a.manner similar to that described for bilirubin complexes,
bilirubin dimethyl ester, identical in all respects to an authentio
sAmple,can be recovered from the decomposition of the complexes formed-
wi th two and four equivalents of zinc ions in DMF solution. HO'tfever,
in the case of OC:, 0( f - dimethoxybilirubin dimethyl ester, insufficient
material was available for the similar examination of the tetrapyrrole
obtained from the decomposition of this complex.
. ,
I
4.2.3. Complexes Between Bilirubin and Other Metal Acetates.
Qualitative absorption spectra were obtained by adding
aliquots of either a M/IO or saturated solution of the metal acetate
i. DMF to a lO-5M solution of bilirubin in DMF. Not unexpectedly,
no signifioant changesare:.observed when the acetates of Li(I), Na(l),
K(l), Ca(II), Ba(lI), Ag(l),. Hg2(II), and Tl(r) are added. The
additions of Be (as BeO(OAc)6) and Mg(II) produce hypsochromic shifts
from 454nm to 414nm. _ The additions of Mn(Il), Ni(Il}, Cu(II}, a~d
Pb(II) cause no shifts in the position of the absorption maximum but
do cause deoreases in the extinctions. These observations are rather
Burprising since one might expect, by analogy with porphyrin systems,
for these cations to form complexes. Perhaps this reflects the
- :i< -
requirSDcnts of these ~otuls.
Only when the acetates of Co(II) and Cd(II) arc added are
ab::oI'ption q:cctr;;" of tho::;o como'l exes are shown in 1i'i&1.11'01:.8, "fiit
th~t of the zinc complex, unQcr the same conditions, included f~r
compar-i.son, rri.lc Co(II) o.nd 2n(11) ions have vcr:r similar r-adi.L and
it is S1.lgr~ested ·LhG.t tho pr8ferred stereochemistry in b.i I irubin
metal comp.Lexcs is tetr-::'.h·::dre>,l rrince it is known that Co(II) forms
more tetrahedr:-l.l comp'lcxoo than ccny other t r-ans i.tion metaI ion.145b If
bilirubin can form only tetraheJ.ral comp'l exes , then thir:; may explain
the a"os(;mcec of' nny comp l cx formation Hi th other me ta.Ln as
sUGgested above. AlthouGh the Cd(II) ion is larger than the Zn(II)
ion, the formation of a cadm i.um comp l ex is not unexpected. since zinc
and. cadmium are group lIt metals. 'I'he third memberof' this group,
mercury, when added as Eg{II) causes rapid oxidation of the bilirubin
to a green pi{);.ont, presumably 0. voz-din ,
4.3. Experimental.
I,Iaterial s.
Bilirubin (B.D.H. Chemicals Ltd.) I'TaS purified as described Lm Chapter
3, Section 3.3.
N,N -Diroethylformamidc 1-T~S dried ov:=;ranhydrous barium oxide for sever-ad
days, decanted, distilled under reduoed pressure and redistilled under
reduced pressure from, and onto , freshly heated molecular sieve(4A)
before use.
Dimcth:fl Su1:ohoxide was dried. over calcium hydride for aevera l days
and then diotilled as described for m.rF.
Zinc Acetate Dihydrate (A.R.) was used without fUrther purification.








FIGURE4.8. THE ADDITION OF 30pl OF 0.1M SOLUTIONS OF THE
STATED METAL ACETATES IN DMF TO 105M SOLUTIONS
OF BILIRUBIN IN DMF
Kethocb.
Isolation of the Zinc - B:i.1'l.-~'"l,b:;n Corrol ox f'r-orn J)!;;:., S~)lutlon.- Bilirubin._----------_.- ---- .... _ ----------- ..-.~.-.----.--.--...,.-..--- ....-.--_._-
(lOOIng, O.17mmole ) VT9..S di r.r.oLved in nur i f'Led mil:' (150illl ) and :~inc
acetate d Lhy dr-a t e (1:"50m2; , 0.(,8. mmoLe ) d i s so Lved in mi!.t' (5ul ) added.
The solution 1-lHS e.l.Louod t) S~-,~,~1d f'oa- 10 mi.nu be o, in the JJ.r}~ and then
The r-ecul,ting dar-k 1'e(l - DJ"'O'Jn zoJ.ut:i.on\{'~3 set as.i de for one hour
in the dn.rl::, the pr-ocLpi.tu te iGolated by vacuum filtration arid 'Yiashed
with a little m!F. The last traces of oo.Lverrt HCl.'C removed at O.15mmHg
overnight.
(ii) C, 49.72; H, 5.07; N, 7.10;
i. r. (Nujo1 iau11) Vmax ... 3,300(~J, 1660(s), 1~30(s). 157~(br,s)c~:1
It....ound (i) C, 49.61;; II, 5.24; }I, 7.16;Analysi s (B)
z», 16. 777~.
If' the complex has the structure proposed
then the molecular formula is C43H520l2Zn3'
whi ch requires e, 49.51; H, 5.23; N, 8.06;
Mass Spectrum (PGMU) Accurate mass of the ion oorresponding to
Accuro:t;e masn of the ion oor-r-oanondLng to
i.r. (Nujo1 mull) ma.x 3,310(m), 1655(s), 1630(13), 1560(s) c::1:
1
acetic acid (C2H402) = 60.0211. C2H402
requires 60.0211~
The complex 'prepnred udng zinc deutero8.cetate (167 me, O.68m:nole)
was isolated in a simila.r manner ,
C H PO -l'o~-'~re~ 73 r)r28")-r7" -J"'-'- Q .')-..»
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Deter:dl13. tion 02 the Qucmt:"Ltati ve }.11sorption 3:;J8ctra.- 'Pho----..---~ ...._--
quantitative aboorption 89Gctra of ttc c0~plcxe3 were detoTInined
by th0:Lr pr-eoar-a'tl on in oi tu, and ell detcrminationa were ca.rried
out using a Cary 14 S?ectro'Jhoto:11ot0r. A solution of bilirubin
or mesobilirubin in the apPl'opriate solvent, having an optical
d.eneri ty at the absorption maxi.mum, bet ..reen 0.1 and 1.0,was
prepared. Zinc acetate dihydrate, dissolved in the same solvent,
was added until the extinction at th~ absorption maximum01 tho
complex renchccl a maximumvnIne. This generally required 6 - 12
equivo.lents of the zinc ace tete dihydrate. The molarity of the
bilirubin solution llUG deter.1ined spoctrophotometrically, using
the ex tinc td.on coefficients in 'Pab'l,e 4.1, al10'llin,3; the ext1.nction
coefficient of tho complex to be determined, assuming the complex
to conto.in one tetrapyrrole residue. The average of several
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Determina.tion of the IH n sms r-, ~)_oectra of the Zinc GO:fl~,l(;)xof;of
vas dissolved in
P" 11° ".,1"1° n (3f"\~1 ~• I.~_ .L. U.._ . .L 1..1.. ;_.;,
- m.rso (Cl.5ml ) in .':! eampl e tube and a 2.2r.I
was obtained in a similar manner.
over phosphorus pen tox ide , Yi.(Ol,:j_ 4.54[., (j15t).
solution of zinc deu ter-oace te.te in deutcl>:t:umoxide (IOOrl, 4 equava Len t s
of Zn(II» added and the spectrum r-ecor-dcd , A f'ur-t.her quarrt I ty of
the zinc deuteroacetate soIut Lon Han ad.dcd (50 rJ.) and the spectrum
re - recorded. 1The II n.Ii1.r. spectrum of the IDesobilirubin co:nplex
Zinc Deuteroacetate Dideuteroh;yclrate.- Fer-deutor-oace t i,c acid (5ml,
5g, O.078mole) vas diluted with deuterium oxide (15ml), zinc oxide
(4.0g, O.049mole) added and the Duspension heated ~Qntly to boiling
point. The supe rna tnnt was decanted an.i 211'y cloud i.ncDs cLen.r-cd by
the a.ddi t ion of a few drops of CD3COOD. 'rho soI ut ion was a.lLowed to
cool, the crystals collected by vacuum fi1 t ra t ion end dried in \TUOUO
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----_._--1 - 14C - Zinc Acetatc.- 1 - 14C - hectic acid was obtnined 28 the
sodium salt (95% iootopic abturlance in the carbon atom). ~~o ~ethod8
ver-e used. to conver-t this to zLnc aceJ.;~~te:a) 1 _14C _ Sodium ace tatc
(50 rCi) loias diluted lfith the unl abo lLed salt (2g ) dicsolved. in lmtcr
(2ml ). This solution 1\'a8 aI Loved to percolate t.hrougl1a column of
ion exchange resin (Dm-rox x 5\:, H+ form, 10ml. "ot vo l, of resin).
The acid fraction was collected, stirred overnight u:Lth an excess 01'
basic zinc car-bon-rte , filtered. and the filtrate reduced in volume to
about 10ml and aLLowed to crystallise. The crystals vrer-e collected
by vacuum filtration, dr-Led in vC.cuo over phosphorus pentoxide, grounct,
) lAand sieved thl'ough a 10 mesh sieve. b '!'vIO aam nLe s of 1 - 'C-
la.belled zinc acetate were obtained by diluting a sample of 1 _ 14C_
sodium acetate (250/,Ci) Hi th different amount o of cold zinc acetate
(about 2g and 3g ) dissolved in ..;ater. Crystals vere obtained and
processed as described in a).
Determination of the Specific Activities of the Preparations of 1 _14C_
Zinc Acetate.- A sample of radioactive zinc acetate (20 - 50 mg )
..las dissolved in water (lml ) and the activi tics of 10, 20, - 60 r 1
aliquots determined using the dioxan based scintillation medium
described in Chapter 2, section 2.3. The specific activities of the
three preparations were found to be i ) 6.28 :x: 106 cpm/mmole (prepared
by method a», ii) 3.29 x 107 cpm/mmole and iii) 4.61 x l07cpm/mmole.
(both prepared by method b».
Isola.tion of the Zinc - BHirubin Complex, Labelled with 1 _ l4C _
Acetate, from mIF Solution.- Samples of the labelled complex were
prepared exactly as described above for the "cold" complex. The 1.1'.
spectrum and the X-ray powder- photograph of each preparation were
identical to those ob taIned from the "cold" complex.
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Determination ~; the Snecific Activities of the 3~m~leG of L~bcl18d----_._--- -------_._---_._--------_._ ..__ . _ ..-
CO:Tl_1l1exfrom u;.]i' ::-:olution.- A convcn lont appr-oach i·m.e to ut iLi ce the
lirrd.teel ao Lub.lLity of the D:,IF comulex in mISO. Quonching cur-vcu ,.Jere
con s t r-uo t ed for the chemical quanch i.ng by the D;,iSO and the co l our-
quenching by the complex, uc.i nr; DE~30 end a WISO coLu t i.on of the m.1F
complex r-ecpec t ive Iy , in f'imiJ.ar ,·mys to that alror:cly de aor-Lbed in
Cha.:pter 2, aeo t ion 2.3. 'I'ho quenching curves a.re shown in Figure 4.9
and Fi_:;ure4.10 r-ecpcc t lve ly , The quenching by mISO is Low (ebo·u_t 3)~
"Ocr O•.lmg in 10 ml) lihereac th::t by the complex is greater ( about .
30f per 0.05mg in ro-c )
A saTlple of the 1 14,..v aceta te Le.be Ll ed complex (lDmg) was
suspended in D:~SO (10m1) 0.1'13 the suspension st:i.r:r'ed, in the dark at
room temperature until I? oolution no G ob tad ned (about 2 hours).
A1iquots (O.lml - O. 6ml) wor-e counted and the specific acti vi ty of the
complex determined, a:fter correction for quenching. The s_pocific
activi ties of tho throe samp'l e s prepo:red from the three pr-opar-a t Lons
of 1 - 14C . t t .0 it... i ) r:: 94 106 I 1- Z1ne ace a e ",·ere J. DunL. 0 ue 1 :;. . x cum mmoe,
ii) 2.91 x 107 cpm/mmole, and iii) 4.85 x I01cp:n/mmolo reSIJOctively,
which indicatet: tho presence of i) 1.88, ii) 1.80, and iii) 2.10
acetate ions respeotively per molecule of complex.
Attempts were made to determine the specific activities of
these samples empl()ying tho technique of susuonsion counting using
the thixatropic ogent Cab
activities of the 1 _ 14C
( / )
150o - Sil 500mg 10ml • The specific
z i.nc ace t.a te preparations were readily
do·ter:nined in this 1TaY. H01Te"Tcr when applied to tho miF complex, tho
method failed because of querioh Lng- 1-r:L thin the particles themselves end
attempts to construct a quenching curve: led to a scries of' r~md.om
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FIGURE 4.10. QUENCHING CURVE FOR THE DMF COMPLEX
62mg (62%,) (DMSO).
u,v, (Chloroform) • From DYtF, A 454nm (E 57,900),. max
Lit., 88 A 543nm (E58,800) •.max
From m!SO, Amax 454nm (E 59,100),




:'JlI1C :DDtermlnation 0f tho----------
eLL so.l ut i.onc being made up to 2 volume of lOml. '1'h8 moLar-I tic!') o?
t.he piiSment so l u t rone USf1d (und hence ,.1180 of the zi nc acetate soLut Lonc ]
1eterminod apec t.r-ophot omet r-i.cr.Lly , The zinc ace tr.te so l u t i.ons ",ere
pr epar-cd by dilution of an I,VIO so.l ut Lon in the appropriate aoLvcrrt ,
Recovory of Bilirubin and Bilirubin Dimethyl Ester from tho Com,)le:~e3
Formed in D:IF Solution and of Bilirubin from the Cosro l exes Formed. in
D:~SO Solution.- :Bilirubin (lOOmg, O.11mr10le) was dissolved in m'F
or miSO (rooei ) and zinc' acetate (150mg, O.68mmole) added. The
solutions were a l Lowed to stanel at room t emper-a tur-e for 30 minutes in
the dark and Here then poured into .-rater (11 ) containing a f'ev drope
of glacia.l acetic acid. This solution tra s extracted ~dth chloroform
(3 x 250[711) and the organic layer 'l-lashed "lith water (1 x roo.o.) contain"i.ng
a little sodium bicarbonate,then liith water alone (1 x 100ml). The
chloroform solution was dried over anhydrous Na2S04 and the solvont
removed in vacuo to leave an orange residue which was· maintained at
lmm Hg overnight. Recovery of bilirubin 1'1aS 1lmg (71%) (DMF) and
The i.r., IH n.m.r. and the miJGS speotra were identical to those
described in Chapter 2, the Appendix and Chapter 5 respectively.
In a similnr manner, bilirubin dimethyl ester was recClvereJ.
from mlF solutions Conj;a'ini41g t'fo.anu four equd.ve.Lerrt s 0.£ zinc acetate.




('~u.n1 ita ti ve a bsornti or; jilt r", .._~j r10 m, r , .:1 .d'_.\ r:!r~.r:f:: s:;.~cC ~,T·:... 0 f b.: -.ll :~.~:-.::'; "}lc :~:
c1imethyl e at.e r dC:lc:::·ibc:1.in Cha.pt.e r 5.
never exceeded 70% of the t.heor-e ti ca'I amount ,
section 5.3.
ci_,c:I... I _ DimGthoxyb:i.lirubin Dimethyl Ester.- This HEr:; prcp3.reu as







'I'he method s available I'or U18 Lnol.at i on of bi Lf.r-ub in conjug·-ter.
from biJ e are lenGthy nnd~:j ve pr-oduct s of uncertci.n purity, due either
to tho incomplet.e rmp["r-:',t:iOI1 of t.he comuound s in biLe or +o tho f'orrna tion
of artefacts d'.lrins the ic;C)l~,:tjon pr-ooedur-e s , 77, 78 The first
bilirubin ccm.iu,<;'_'Dteto be idcntifiei mt3 the diglucuronicle (5.1.) in
which t.he pr-op i.onl,c ao id side chai.ne of bilirubin ar-e esterified by
th C(I) 1 d 1 "~D 1 . . d 61e w r-oxy :;roups oi " - - e ucurorn,c ac i • Recently,
other !.;u[;ur deri.vative3 hr.ve been identified in bilirul)in conjuga bes
isola.ted. from human bile, [mel it is likely that bilir-llbin is excreted
in part as acyl glycosides of complex oligosaccharides 70 (see
Chapter 1, section 1.5.2.). In dog bile, bilirubin can be excretecl
68 69 151
as the Heyl glycosidcs of r - D - glucose and f3 - D - xyLose , ' ,
Thus there is a need. for synthetic bilirubin conjuG",tes of
defined chemical ctructur-e to confirm these various nE::'turally
ocour-r-Lng conjugC'~tes. Any chemical method for the eyrrthe sds of
bilirubin conjugcte s must allow' the stereospecific esterifico.tion
of a particular hydroxyl group of a poJ.yhydroxylated sucohar-Lde residue.
Moreover, in view of the known instability of bilirubin under acid
86
~r alkaline 87, 136, 137, 152 conditions, the esterification must
take place under mild conditions and preferably also with the minimum
use of protecting groups. The methods currently available for the
. 102 153
synthesis of the,dimethyl ester of bilirubin such as dl.azomethane, ,
methanol _ boron tri:t'luorido ;54 or methanol _ hydrogen chloride 111
are unsuitable as those r.r-ocedur-es canno-t be ea.sily adapted for the
esterification of speoific hydroxyl gr:)ups in mono - or oligo -
saooharides.
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, 15',), 156
D::F) and glucuronic a.cid he.e ,yielded JlrOduct.f~Iii tJ-c filo'Hli t:i.e::-
on TLC id.ent:Lcal to tLe bilirubin mono - and di:~lucuronit'lc~:~i:',ohtcd
f' ' 'I 78~rom ..n. e. The synthotic cliglucur.:midc gc..vc0, direct VDn den B01'8h
reaction, vT:lS hydroIyued by "lk;:J.:i~ Lndi cat Lng an cf::tcr,but ;·:o.s
not cleuved by p - glucuronir1['~~e. Sinoe TI.e of tho ethyl e.nt hr-an.iLa te
, 1['6
azo pdgmen t shoved tho prOf:.(mce of 8(;v~T'D.l coaponen ns , ) the most
likely exp.Lanctlon is tha t random oct.cr-Lf'Lca t ion of bil Lr-ub.i n by any
of the hydr-oxy I groups of the glucuronic acid ho n occurred. N
Protected amino acids have been esterified specifically by the free
C(I) hydroyyl group of otheruise fully pr:)tectec1glucuronic ('!cidin
157a relccted manner. The di.sadvantage of this method if' 9.pplied to
bilirubin "QUIlt be the need for the removal o:fprotecting groups with
as little d.egradation of the bilirubin molecules as possible.
The reaction between di azotd aed aromatic arni ne s and. P. primn.ry
alkyl amine in neutral solution yields 1 - aJ.kyl-3-aryl .triazenes153,159
These compounds, eg.1 -alkyl-3-p-to1yltriazencs (5.IV.), ,dll esterify
carboy~ylic acids to give the corresponding alkyl enters in high yield
under mild conditions. An extension of' the method for the preparation
of 1 - amino - ~ - 160D - glucose to other sugars could allow the
prepa.r&tion of the corresponding carbohydrate triazenes. 'I'hus , in
theory, a method exists for the synthesis, under mild conditions, of
bilirubin conjugates with specific sugar restdues.
5.2. Results and. Discussion.
5.2.1. Preparation and Identification of the Esters.
The reaction bet1-Teenbilirubin and the triazenes (5.IVn.,
b,d,e,) in chloroform solution at room temperature yields the dimot~yl
(5.Va.) and the hitherto unknO'lm diet.hyl (5.V.b.), diisopropyl (5.Vc.)





H H H H
(S.V) a)R=CH3, b)R=CH2 CH3, c)R=CH{CH3)~ d)R=CH2 C6 HS
FIGURE 5.1. A MECHANISM FOR THE ESTERIFICATION OF CARBOXYLIC
ACIDS USING TRIAZENES
FIGURE 5.2. THE DISSOCIATJON OF TRIAZENES
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The mecharri.ara of the; r-o.ic t.Lon is unc or-t aLn , but it is l:i.l:oly
that, in chloroform poh1tion, r:ttr'ck by the car-boxy l i c acid r-e s i.due a
of bilirub~.n on the ;,lk:r1 [iI'O\FJ::-: of one t[;utomer of the t.r i azene
produces the ester, ni-troC;(-m fend p - toluicUno,ar:; ::;hOH11 in :B~ir::1JT'e 5.1.
The stereospecii'ioitJ of the J's!.ctlon is unknoirn , hut it ~pjJe;-r[; thL'.t,
in chloroform solution, the dCCCliiir)O~::itiO!1 of the tria:;:.enes does not
involve carbonium ions, f'or-med aF. shown in Figure 5.2., as
intermediates.
1 .
An exami na tLon , by II n.m.r. spectro8coPY,of the
product from the r-eccb ion b e tvreen pheny'l ac etLc acd.d and 1 - n -
propyl-3-1)-tol;y Itril.l:wne(5.IVc.) in chloroform solution, foiled
to reveal any signal;:; due to h;o - propyl ,';l'OUPS,indic2tins t.hat
the reaction had. proc(;cd.cd vi thout the r-ea r-r-arrgemerrt of an LnbermedLate
n _ propyl carbonium ion to an Lso - pr-opyI car-bond.um ion.
How'ever, it has been observed that subs tarrt i a.l r-ear-r-angemerrt of the
n - propyl group occur::; in po18r solvents. 161 These tuo observations
r-.U&<;esthat the stereosp8cifici ty of the r-cac t i on muy be solvent
dependent.
The properties of' bilirubin dimethyl ester prepared in this
manner are identical to those of this ester obtained, for exar:1ple,
using diazomethane, 88 while the other cstor-o pr opar-ed have been identified
• N 1-r' . 11 bby i,r., a.baor-pt.Lon , m.3.3S ana r n.m.:t~. soec t ro scony , as we, as y
elemental analysis whenever possible.
The i.r. spectra of the e!3tcrs, -VThen r-ecorded ae Nujol muI Ls ,
KBr discs or ch'l.or-of'orxo so Iu't Lons, ShOl'T band s
-1at 1735clU.
oharacteristic of non .- hydrog~n bonded ester carbonyl groups. 115e
A -1. 1 b h, band at 3340cm. J,.S a. so 0' se rvcd , l~ ich iz asd.gned. to the II - H
vibrations of the LacLarn andp;;'l':l'.)le r:Lnr;S
115b c ., ::nnce the
frequenoy is too lou for 0 -II vi bra tions. fJ.'husit appears th1?t the
.- 65 -
esters retain the b i s l e.c t a.n t,)utome:r.icform of bIlirubin. In th('ne
and other r8s~ectn,th~ ~Dectra, 0.[1 Nujo l mulls,.~.SJ:'e0 ;·.ri th tiu.t pub l l shed







Idiscussed more fully be I ow, ~1






f t' di ,. 1 A. IIIor DC ametriy e scer-,
sho . abso r ut ion ill:'}: lrnn. et 40Cnra in chlorcf'orsn
solution and et 4Y1nm in me th.mo I or mr~;o solution, an does a sarnpLe of
8Caut.h8ntic dimethyl ester. '1'11e reasons for the ce d i f'I'ez-ence a ar-e
The crLcking T)utte:;:'osf the esters ar-e
for tl;.emo.Lecu'l er ions consistent loTith the expected molecular f'o rrnuLae
TABLE 5.1.
-_._._--- ,...-._-------
Ester Molecular Required Found
For-mu In
Dimethyl C35FI4.0N406. 612.2948 612.2943
Diethyl C37H44U406 640.3261 640.3271
Diisopropyl C39H4SN406 668.3514 668~3532
Dibenzyl C47H48N406 764.3574 764.3596
shown in Figuren 5.3 to 5.6 with those of bilirubin, mesobilirubin
and ti.., 0( I - dirnethoxybilirubin dimethyl ester (Figures 5.7 to 5.9)
included for comparison and completeneso. In each case the frugment~tion
162,16
lk~ttern is essentldfy the aame as th.::ltalready obsorved for bilirubin.
For all the molecules, except 0(,0( t - dimethoxy"::Jilirubin dimethyl
ester, the parent ion is ouite strong, but the tHO ,?rincipal ions
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IN EACH CASE: RrV. EXCEPT WHEN R{E FOR
MESQBILIRUBIN
R2=ALKYL. EXCEPT WHEN R2=H FOR
BILIRUBIN AND MESOBILIRUBIN
be Lov m/e 200 are very c:imil<:;:,r, ~s one miGht expect, to that obtc i.ned
162
:for bilirubin. The crackine pattern of 01.., of. i di:methox-yb:liliruhin dimethyl
- 67 -
the cerrt rc.L me t.hvl one by'; ,1"'8,,-- .., _. 4. l_,_ ~ __ ~ .~ -I.. ..J,.....,( ~._"J • For both of t.heco Lon« t~iO altc]:,n;:tivQ
::;'~ructu~0S may be ilrltten dC1,)cn:iiJ:!g on vThieh nay the cLcavuge occur-s
and there is 110 reason to SUP,08C that one may be fuvoured ri.'tthor
than the other. In the c~se of the dibenzyl cster tho molecule
fr3.[;T:1ent::; to give ono pr-i.nc ipnI ion only, cor-r-e spond tn.; to (5. VII. ).
The remaining minor frag:nen t s in every cr.ce may be derived by side
chain c Lcavage s of the:'38 tuo rnai n f'r-agmerrt s ani the cr-ack ing patterns
ester is very similar to +ho ae DJ.rc.'!dy dd scuc sed except th:=s.t the
parent ion is also the baue peak and the tiVOhaLf - molecule fragments
ar-e much IOHer in Ln te ns i,ty. I'h Ls behaviour may be the result o:f
t.his compound being <:' bd s.LactLm,
The IH' n.m.r. spectra of the dietbyl, diisopropyl and
dibenzyl e s tor-a recorded in deuterochloroform (Figurer; 5.10 to 5.12)
resemble that of the dimethyl e8ter already published, 88 except
for the r-eeonance s of the esterifying alkyl groups. Thew, the
diethyl ester shows a quartet at 5.86-r and a tripled; at 8.74-r- (6H)
duo to the ethyl gr-oupo , the diisopropyl ester ShOrTSa septet at
4.98"r (2H) and a doublet at 8.777: (12H) due to the isopropyl groups,
lihile the d i.banzy.I ester shows singlets at 2.10-r (IOE) and 4.89~
(4H) due to the benzyl GToups. fJlhe spectrum of the dimethyl ester
in 2H6 -DMSO di:f:fers from that' in deuterochloroform,88 the major
differences being observed in the resonances of the C- methyl groaps
(v.infra). These changes are also observed for the previously









































































































































































































5.2.2. jra.llt0~:!t.',.1:,i8r:1 nLt~ ~';i')lvent f~=f·'~"cct8.,---
It har . lS8been 8t10iTl1 and confi r-med in
to tho bx sLac td.m t:-:u-~()!Ti'3rif' not expec t ed on methy La ~ion of ui.l.I r-ubi n
to the di;;;(n~h.yl e sber-, cinco the car boxy.l ,_3TOUpS arc not c0njug:~_te:l
\,i th the diI'yrrylm0thene chromophor-e s , Since the llodtj oris of the
o.b;~orDtion 1i1:'_ximn.of chloroform solutd one of bilirubin dimethyl e s ter-
(/:-J511:1) and bilirubir. (450nm) differ, 1.t has boon succested tlw t
taut omez-Lsm - fro:n J.;he b'i s l.no t Im in bilirubin to the b.i sLac t am in
the d.Lmet hyL ester - does occur. This change I-ras thought to arise
f'r-om loss of hydrogen bond Lng be tnceeri the propionic acid side cha ina
and the two::> termina.l hydroxyl groups of tho bislactirn tautomer of
IIIbilirubin.
The absorption max.lmum of the dimethyl oster in chloroform
solution j s nca rez- to thnt of « ,0( , - dimethoxybilirubin dirne thy l
«star (fixed in the bislactim form) than to th~1.t of bilirubin (Table5,,2.)
sU[bc:-estin~ that tha dimethyl estor might exist as the bislactim t<J.uto~£1er














t.e trach Loa-Ido (in ...;hich t he absorption maxi.mur.r occur-s at IjCJJ:(l::-l)
ShOrTS no hydroxyl g.rouf.!s . 88to be prOLe1.1-G. In ~olar solvonts,
m~~;o,strong aggregation be tveen f/)].ven"t and. solute moLccu l.e s is
though t to account for tho ba thocht-cmj,c shift to u.boui 450[1[n.88
The pub.l i shed IH n.:rl.l·. spectrum of b i.LLr-ubl n dLmcthyL ester
in deu tez-och'l or-oform 88 shows f'Lve rO~30na.nc8n, at 8.25-.:, £.\.041::,
1.911:: , 1.941", and 1.92't', said to ar-Lee from tho C-mcthyl [';roup,:~
of various molecular species pr-e eerrt , e.Lt.hough the na trr-e of those
is not described.. If tha monomer only Here present, then three
z-esonance s only shou Id be observed in the ratio 2 : 1 : 1, assuming,
£01.' reasons giv'en in the Appendix, that the C-methyl eroups of th<.'
two pyrrole rines .nll resonate with the same chemical chifts.
In 2H6 -DMSO however , the spectrurr; differs from t.ha't obne r-ved
in deuterochloroform. The C-methyl protons nO'I'[ r-eaoria te as four
singlets in the ratio 1 f 1 : 1 : 1 r.i th chemical shifts similar to
those obcerved for bilirubin (Figure 2.3.) and is interpreted as
i dd ti th f' 1 1 1 . 88n l.ca ng e presence 0' a Sl.ng e mo ecu ar specJ.es.
In this 'Work, the deuterochloroform epeo trum of a sample of
tha dimethyl aster pr-epar-ed by the triazene method shows five
similar high f'LeLd resonances, but at 8.42"r, 8.28't", 8.04'1:,
1.98't', and 1.921: (Figure 5.13.). The spec trun of the flame sampl e
rocorded in 2H6 -DItlSO ShO~lS the expected changes in the chemical
shifts of the C-methyl groups' (Figure 5.14.). If the sienal due to
the central methylene bridge protons corresponds to tHO protons,
than the resonances due to the C-methyl group::: correspond to ra.ther
mere than the expected hielve protons. Sa.l:lplc:::' of .the dimethyl
aster, prepnrcd using different commercial sa.:oples of bilirubin,


































































































of bilirubin uced but in 1-rhich tile retio of th8;X, I'Cc.,0l1D:n088 to
the remaining high f'Lel d C-Tar;)thyl resonances Vi·;.:r:i.OG c(jjlc·iclerc'tbl,Y.
Fur-t hez-noro , for Cl samnl e of the di'::c:thyl 0,;i;0;' in 'ihieh t.ho
intensi ties of +heae hi"O rc nonance c nrc nogli{,;.:i.bI0, tho In 11.111.1.'.
aoe ctrum in douter-ochl.oz-cf'o rm if> invi'rj,2nt ove:r the concon t ret ion
is pr aserrt , Even thQugh th8 conoont.r-c+Lon rcmg8 exam lned llas
v='ried by less than +en - fold, if sever-a L molecular BTlocics vcr-o
formed their presence shou'Ld have been detected by the p.ce sonce of
extra :t'osonances, csne(:iu.lly at tho higher concen t.r-et ionc , since
the published r:pectrum was recorded 1"ith an ester coricont t-ctd on of
O O~TK 88• :J"'1. The resonances observed Ht 8.42"t ana. 7.98"t nrc t.he rof'or-e
ascri bed to bilirubin - like Lmpur t ties 0.1thou:;h their exac t natur-e
must remain obscure , The presence of the iBo:ncrs bilirubin IIIo(
and XIllo(. should not give rise to [my new C-methyl r-e sonance s as
88already described. The presenc:e of bilirubin IX ~ , IX~. and
IX S is considered unlikely, for wh iLe these isomers could give
rise to extra resonances, their natural abund.ance 81 - 83 if1 too
low to aooount for the ponk intensities observed. Concomitant with
the deorease in the amount of impurity, the Im'T field region of
the spectrum, showing N - H resonances, simplifies, until, -rrith n
lOll concentration of im!,urity, peaks at -0.151:' (2H), -O.!t8't' (m)
and -1.20"t' (lII) only are observed (Figure 5.15.) as expected for
the monomeric dimethyl ester.
These results suggest that one cpecde s only if; r}'Os~:nt in
deutcr!)chloroform (and therefore chloroform) 8-:> the existonce of
several moleoular species of the c2ter in non - polar nalvents
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diffc: renee in tho n bsor.pt.;. on q:ec t:c;;;. ur:d thc-;(; ,":',,1'8 :.0.•ho [.:)._ (mol
t t . , .t th' . 1 'I ' b' 1 88au OmCI'lSm a.onpl C ' e J.• r. cvaucnce :.OCC.c'l 8:; a, )0'1/0 ~·,.'t,(l
b) solvent effects.
In a manner- similar to that o.c;::~c:.cj.bGcl to cl.l.~d;j_nGu.i.:'h DOtH8011
U-ll and O-H r-e sonance s in the In n sm..r , rJ~octru;1 of' b.i Ll r-n bi.n (Chavtor
2.), the bislaetam tau+omer- Ua.~l found t.o bo th·,) o111;:r t.aut.omer present
in both 2H6 -DMSO and deuterochlo:roform. TIm;: in each eu;;e, all
the Lou field d.&rnals co Ll.apoe on the add it i on of d.eutEJriu:n ox ide
while the addition of water haG no effect.
is disturbed by any physical means, then concoml tant ,d tit tho decr-cane
increase in the in-tensity of r-eaonanc ce duo to -tho ot.lll')l' -tauGomer,
unless the tautomerism is so rapid t~w,t only-the: [;i.i:10 2V'C"~:"80cl si[;.'l!),h:
are observed. One such rnc thod is to V.;i:C;/ tl]O i;,;~:']/':;',,'<;u1'e,and the
high :field regions of th8 spectra obtained from a c1.euterochJ.oroform
solution of the dimethyl ester at various temporatures aro r:f1mm
in Fit_;;lre 5.16. The main effects observed are, Lhat on r educ l ng
the temperature, the r-econance at 8.28 't moves downf'LeLd rtLpiclly
until at _60oe it ooa.Le sce s ifith the r-esonance at 8.04"t'. The
singlet, due to ·the pyrrole e-methyl groups, observed at 7.921: at
ambient temperature is just resolved at _6ooe into tliO overlapping
singlets at 7.86"t and 1.92'C. On raising the temperature from
_60oe to ambient, the chemical ohi:fts observed initially nrc
regained. Therefore, these observations are not of a keto - enol
tautomerism and may be explained on the basis that at ambient
temperature there is :free rotation about tho borid s be tween the
central methylene bridge car-bon a tom and the cl ipy;crylrnethcno
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form (5.Vrrr.). 'I'he form (5.11..) is prei'c:t:"J'G:l be ca.uuo o::~ tho
pO:Jf.:ibil.Lty of hydro';(m bonding if) o. raanner r;i,.1D.;:.r to tbo.t nlro:.Jy
A keto - enol cqu l Ltbr LumC2n be d i.s tur bed by oJ.taring the
d.i.oLectr-Lc cons tarrt. of the medium by tho.l.l.ddi tiol'l of ano t.hor sol VE;nt.
Thuo , the prosressj_v~~ 1:·.cldition of D:'.1S0 to L', [101ution of bilirubin
di::othyl G:'.i;ur in chl.o r-o f'orm cauce c n. shift in the po;)i tioD of
tho c::bsorT;tion max imum f'r-om 400nm -Coj 450nm, similar to th;:t
obsorved on the nddi tion of meuhanol, III The examination by IH
n.r.l.r. speo t.ro scopy of this pr-oco ss (using dcuterntcd so Lverrt o )
causes ch[~n~;f3 in the C-methyl r-eaonancea as shown in FiGUre 5.17.
'I'heae c.ho.n~;oc are similar to those observed using variablc t.empez-c. tur-e
techniq_uor: described above and also are not clue to a keto - enol
tEutomoris:n.
Thcr::f:)re, tho observed differences in tho absorption spectra
of bilirubin dimethyl ester are most likely due to solvent effects
Hhich cause tte moleoulp. to adopt different oonformations in the
6.1
tl-TO sol vents. . Solutions of bilirubin in chloroform and DMSO
have the some ubsorptionmaxima (Table 5.2.). Thesetl-lO solvents
di.f'I'er 1,idGly in polnrity, so the observed absorption maxima must
be 3. r-ef'Lect.Lon of the strong intramoleoularly hydrogen bonded
structure adopted by bilirubin (Chapter 2.) in both solvents re.ther
than of any coLvabion effects of the two solvents. In theory,
bilirubin :i.n chloroform shouLd absorb at 420nm 109 so the observation
of the absorption maxImumat higher wavelength may be due to











FIGURE 5.17. THE HIGH FIELD REGIONS OF THE 60MHz
1HN.M.R. SPECTRA OF BILIRUBIN DIMETHYL
ESTER IN DEUTEROCHLOROFORM AFTER





































co.:;c::;} tho diL1cthyl ester hovcvez-, tho (~i:ffcronco:.1 in :~olvr:.lion
of ~';ly intr"nolocular hyd.rogon bonding at ambient tcmperatureG.
J~:ydro:;cn bond i.ng between the e s tez- ani DI1S0 sol verrt moLecu.l os ,
nar t i cu l.a.r-Ly at tbo Lac t.am r-es i.due s , could force the molecule to
ad orrt a conf'o rma tion nimi18r to +ha t of bilirubin, tI1UG allm;ing
the ~~.':!.;;~eLnte rac td ons be tween the di pyrrylmetlwne subunt tu
lC':::d:in:; to the same e.bcor-pt i.on maximum. The interaction be tween ,
solute r-n l solvent in ch l.or-of'o rm so Lu t ion i·rill be much weaker
them in m:so, therefore the d Lmebhy L ester may ado pt a r-andom
con~'iL;J~J~c:::tionwith less interEctions be tween the chr-oraophor-e s
leD:.E!1:S to an absorption maxamum at chor-t ez- wave l eng th,
oc, v(_ I •• Dd.met.hoxy'bdLdr-ubLn dimethyl enter has solvent indepen:lent
absoz-o t i.on maxd.ma (Table 5.2.) and the In n.m.r. spectra
ree',)I'Jod in deutorochloroform and 2H6 DMSO are very similar
(Fi3".n'sn 5.18. and 5.19. I'es~ectj_vel;Y-). The differences between
the C-:l1ethyl resonances are minimal, "I,d th a ai.ngl e t being
observed at 8.061:' (3H) in each solvent. 'rhe sing-1et at 7.86"t"
(9H) in deuterochloroform is resolved into throe singlets (t1'lO
ovcr-Lappd ng ] at 7.84't: , 1.891: and 1.911: in 2II _ DMSO.6
The abcence of any solvent dependency here must result from the
non - polar nature of this compound compared with bilirubin and
its dblctbyl ester. There is no hydro&~n bonding and the
ch Lor-of'oz-m and the Dr-lSO molecules interact with the 0(, 0(, -
dimetllo;:.ybilirubin dimethyl ester to .an equal degree, again
leadinz to the adoption, by the solute, of a random conformetion
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Bili:eul'in lias obtained f'r o:n Bmr ChemlceLc Ltd., F:tuka 11..:1. l1ncl
Laboratories, Inc. and ucr-e uacd uithout fur-t.her pur i f'Le.it.Lon ,
Petroleum Ether (E. D. 60 - 800c ), Chloroform :'lndMet hr.no l 1-le1'0
distilled before u.Ge.
Bilirubin Dir.lethyl ES~0r.- Bilirubin (120mg, O.2mmole) Has suapendod
in chloroform (120ml) and 1 ..;.methyl -3-p- tolyl trinzcne (150rng,
1mmole ) added. The mixture was stirred, in the dark, ut room
tCi:l;lCrature for 12 hours. During this time, the reaction mixture
darkened and the bilirubin .dissolved. Excess triazene 11:].8 docompoaed
by chakt ng the chloroform solution 1·,1th dilute HCl (nr, icc-u). The
org:~nic la.yer 1ms then ehakerr vf th saturated aqueous sodium bt car-bonete
(10Or:Il), ;'1ith uRter (2 x ioosi ) and finally dried over anhydr-ous
Na2SO4. After fil tra tion and removal of the sol vent in Vl"CUO at
400C, the residue was applied to a column (45cm x 1.5cm o.d.) of
neutral alumina. Elution 'VTi th chloroform - petroleum ether (b. p,
60 - 80°C) (1 : 1, v/v) followed by :pure chloroform removed most of
the im:purities. The bilirubin dimethyl e:::;ter ..;as eluted lvith
chloroform - methanol (20 : 1, v/v), and Has finally purified by
PLCon silica eol, developing the chromatogram \'lith benzene -
164ethanol (25 : 2, v/v). 'I'he orange band, R." = o.7~was removed from
I.'
the plate and the eder eluted from the adsorbent iii th chloroform.
Eva90ration of the chloroform in vacuo f'o'l l oved by crystallisa.tion,
from methanol, gt'..vcbilirubin dimothyl ester (56.5me, 46~.), msp,
198 - 200°C. Lit.,lll 200 - 205°C.
- 75 -
i.r. U~ujol m"J.ll) )Jmax
u.v. (Chloroform)
1-1h n.I~.r. (lOOHHz, CDCl)
(B)Analysi8
Hasr; S_~8etrum (rcnu)
3340 (br, m), 1736 (m) -1cm.
''''I ~)
zoo ( 5'- ':")r) 01)A LJ _, nrn 8 ), ,), '- • ,Lit.,
mux
See Table 5.3.
C35H40N406 :requires c,6-3.6S; )1, 6.60;
1~, 9.15 %.
'I'he cra.c:kingpattern is shown in F'igurc
5.3, and. the accurate mass of the
molecular ion in 'ile:.ble 5.)_.
Bilirubin Dicthyl_ EGtor.- This Has synthesisecl f'r om blLar-ubj.n
(12Orag, O.2mmole) and 1 - ethyl -3--p- tolyltricozE'me(325mg, 2.0mmole)
as de scz-Ibed above. Crystallisa.tion,from hexane, of the product






3340 (br, m), 1753 (s) -1cm.
A 400n~ (e 55,100).max
: See Table 5.3.
Found e, 69.37; II, 6.88; u, 8.29~.
C37H44N406 requires e, 69.34; H, 6.93;
N, 8.74%.
The cracking pattern is ahovn in
Figure 5.4, and the accurate mass of
the molecular ion in Table 5.1.
Bilirubin Diiflopropyl Ester.- This was synthesised from bilirubin
(12Omg, O.2mmole) and 1 -isopropyl -3-p- tolyltriazene (335mg, 2.0mmo1e)
a.sdescribed above. Crystallisation,from hexane,Qf the protluct








A . 400run (£54,200).
max
See 'i'a.blc 5.3 •
F . c 6" 6' 'I 7 "-7'}J 0 ~(.~ouna , ':J • ')); " • :::: ,.', u • Lt )1' •
C30H,tpN,06 requi~e8 C, 70.J2;
;;; L.U Lt
H, 7.24; N, B.31~.
:.:8 ::::.; Spectrum (f'Crm) The orackinG pattern is shoun in
Figure 5.5, and t.ho accuroto n;a:Js
of the mol.ecu.l ar- ion in Tc1)le 5.1.
Bil:i.l'·.lbin. Dibon:;;yl Ester.- This was nyrrthe s i sed fr)m bi Ldr-ubin--
(l~<\i11g, O.2mr.101e) and 1 - benzyl -3-p- tolyl tr-i az.ene (450mg, 2.0mrnole)
a s de ocz-Lbed above , Desp i te repeated attempts, na.t.er-La l, obtained
from PLC (23rll{;, 14%) could not be crystallised and an ana.lytioally
pure r:ample of bilirubin d.ibenzyl ester was n0t obtained..




: See Table 5.3.
: The craoking pattern is shown in
Figure 5.6,and the accura.te mass of
the molecular ion in Table 5.1.
The R~::lction 3et.-teon Phenylacetic Acid and I-n-Propyl-3-p-
Tolyltriazene.- To phcnylc:cetic acid (272mg, 2.0mr.lole) in
chl.orof'orm (50m1) was add ed I-n-propy1-3-p-toly1 triazene (390mg,
2. 2mmo1e) lTi th stirring. Immedi.a te evolution of nitrogen was




in vacuo, at 40°C, to leave a Yf:l101Toi I i.h ich \To?c; c:~e.'cined 11,:'
n.m.r. (6·01"P~·) ',r-jl-}lOl.,·j-...1_.L:f_, t ..... V 10 ~
signals corresnondinG to isopropyl g:roi,"c,-; couLd be :;cL"ctcd i'! tile
1H n.m.r. 3-00ctrum of a carbon tt~trachl:)j,:i_0_o so Lut i.on 0[' the oiL,
- 78 -
TA BII~_.5.:...:w.:;;.3:..:.. __
~~~~~~~~D~i_~e-~~'~1~~E_.-~_,-t~e~r~~~~~~~~~-D~1_.-i~~~O_-_~~~~D~J_~_E_B_t_cr__ -~_~~ :-D~i~b~O_'~~Z_;_l_~~Js~.t_.-a~r~~~::::;~~~~~~~~~~A~F-~_~-._i~s-._n-._n-(_i-1_1-t:o::~-_-_-_~===~-_-_~_- _.._-_-_1
8.7.)"l(d '2H.~J:::;7Hz) l' t.h 1 -,.. , 110 (, Y pro tono of' i,·,y-ro·r)"r' .,~.+_ .____ ------r----1-----------+-.~--~:-~:...::--:-=.:-:..:.:..-::.=-::'-'.'.""·..".l Cu ,,8'"' .'··I'OU·,'""-- .---.----.-.,.--~ .::~-_:._~'_.a__
r ._._. ..-+ 8_._7_4_( t_p__Ii'_,_.r~_~~:.._z_)+_-- __ ----_-_-.-1---.....j--- ..--------+----M-G-·t._hY.'_l__ l_Jr_o~tonsof ethyl C2 tor (!:'.'OU,H,.-------------_._------
T.1ethYl grouD on C( 2)
5.85*(q,J=7Hz) Methylene protons of ethyl eeter RTOUp~~----------_----~ ~~~~ __~~ __~--- __--__--__---------~----1-----------------r--------~-------~___ 0 •.- -_
3. n(c, ) &.27(0, I 8.26(s, j I 8.30(S'1
8.04( s, ) 12Hl B.O}(c, l21I) 8.04(5, ren) 8.04(8, l2H) t,othyl eroup on C(l7)
t-_7._0_9_2_( "'_', +- 7_.9_2_(_G_, +- 7_._9_1_(_S_,_. -+-,_,_. 7_.;,._9_'_(_s_, +__]_.'re_t_h_Y_l_f!T:-_,._O_U1:W on c( 7) c.n] C (13)-------1





systc:n, 8H) (J~2B2syste:n ,Bn) (A2B2syntem,8H) (A2_B2system, BR)~,_--~~ ~ ~~ ~ ~~-------------'_----~r--- ------_._--
6.31(s,6H) Meth;yl pr-otons of methyl edor croups --_!---~~~ ~ ---- ~--------------1-----+--------------r-------
7032
sido chains on C(8) and e(12)
5.B4( s, br,2U) * 5.B2( s , br,2TI) 5.86( s , br , 2H) Methylene protons on C(10)
5.28 - 3.32 5.28 _ 3.30 5.28 - 3.30 5.26 - 3.32
(m,8U) (m,8H) (m,8H) (m)** methine protons on e(5) and e(15)~_-~~ .~__~~~ ~ ~~~.-----4----+--~~--------r-------
4.98(sp,?n,J=7H~)
Vinyl groups on c(3) and C(H3) and -_
Mcthine protollG of isopropyl
oster group3














Protons on ring nitrogen q.toms.
..
* The quartet and methylene singlet overlap;
the total integral corresponds to 6H.
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APPFnlDIX.
I1Jrl'EHPRETATIO~ OF Tm~ IH If .M.R. SPECTRffi-I
OF.BILIRUBIN.
- (L) -
The spoctru:n of bilirubin at lOOr.H{zin 2TI- 6 -m.1S0 (li'ir.:ureA.1.)
is ddscuaaed in conjunction l·Ii th that of meaob i Ldrub'ln under the same
conlitions (Figure A.2.).
~:amination of the structural formula of b~_lirubin 8U:;C;8S-GS
that the C(7) a.nd C(13) methyl groups ,rill resonate at appr-oz.Lana teLy
the same frequency, while the chemical shifts of the C(2) 2nd C(17)
methyl groups will differ because of tho relative p03itions of th~se
.groups uith r-eapec t to the Lac tam car-bony I groups and the cO) and
113bC(18) vinyl groups. Accordingly, the r-c sonance s e.t 7.961: and 8.oot"'
are assigned, though in no speoial order, to the C(7) and C(l7)
methyl groups.
In methacrolein (A.I.) and crotonaldehyde (A.II.), model
compounds for the A and D lactam rings respectively, the methyl
resonances appear at 8.22"t' and 8.09"t:'ros:gectively. 165 The case
of bilirubin is complicated by the presence of the vinyl groups,
but it is assumed th8.t 6.llY inductive and spatial effects of the
vinyl groups on the methyl groups are the same in each case, so that
by direct comparison the resonances at 8.07~ and 7.82~ are
assigned to the C(2) and C(17) methyl groups respectively.
If, in mesobilirubin, it is assumed that the methyl groups
resonate in the same relative positions as in bilirubin, the C(2)
and C(17) methyl group resonances apparently move upfield, by
roughly equal amounts, to 8.221:' and 7.941= respectively, while the
C(7) and C(l3} methyl resonances remain essentially unchanged at
7.99't' and 8.0l't: • Thus, the assumptions made above concerning the
effects of .thevinyl groups seem valid. The two model compounds resemble
more closely the laetam rings of mesobilirubin than those of bilirubin,






























































conf'Lr.ns the assignL1cmt of th:::. C(2) net hyL C'TOU;' :'n :;loDol.d.llj'1l1xi:1
(D.hio at 8.22 't" ) ani hence :i.D. hilirulri.i1 also ,
The methylene 6-rOUp~3 of the pr-opf onic acLd r:;J(l(: chaLnc on C(2.)
and. C(12) in both cornpound e ar-e "partly bur~.o(l bcneci.h tho meH,'ll and
tho 2H6 -m·1S0 r-e sonanc ao ,
The singlets a t 6.00l: in bilirubin and 5.0,~', in 1;18f.;obilir.ubin
are a as igned to the cent ra l meLhyLene br1.d.c,-e pr-o tono in each CP.:'C.
The tliO protons of the C(5) ani C(15) mothinc bridees r-esonni.e D,:::; a
sincle t a.t 4.05'1: :tn ;nesobi1irubin, while in bil.irubi.n,' ana Lynl s of
the signals between 3.04'1: and 4.18't" (v.infra), ::;hai~G that the
resonances of these protons comprise pert of thH singlet et 3.917: •
The singlet at 3.91'"[; and part of the fiinglet at 4. 30~ have beon
111
as sf gned previo1.loly, one each , to these protem;'. The
si~al at 3.91"t' has also been assigned to both th88C pr-o tonu
88alone.
The remainder of the resonances between 3.04·L and 4.78~' in
bilirubin arise from the C(3) and C(18) vinyl gr-ouus , wh l ch appear-
to resonate as two first order ABX systems, AIB1Xl and A2B2X2• The
theoretical first order analysis of the ABX syntem i8 shown in
. 113cFi.~re A • .3 and the vinyl spectrum of bilirubin lIil1 be analysed
wi th reference to thi~.
The signals between 3.04"'C and 3.5~j'C' ccmpr Lce the X protons
and since the SEX values are idelltical for both Xl and X2 these
protons are only distinguisha.ble by the SAX values, which are
different. The tl.;o groups are t.he signals at 3.04,3.14, 3.22, and 3.32-c-
(Xl) with SAlX1 ... 19Hz and SD1Xl= 10Hz and those at 3.26, 3.36,
3.44 and 3.54-.: (X2) with SA2X2 :: 16 Hz and SB2X2 = 10Hz.
Theoretically, from the first order approach, the :Jinelets l,i thin
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FIGURE A.3. T HE THEORETICAL FIRST ORDER ANALYSIS
OF AN ABX SPECTRUM (From ref. 113c)
(iii.) -
Co.80 ii' the ehOi.l1rler' to Lowf'LoLd on the ~in~;lct at 3.32't' and. half
of the uirlzlots at3.4t1 "t: and 3.54r are cluo to the pre sence of imYJUl'ities
or the D1'2 cence of blLiruhi.n IX~ , IX~ or DeS - the prosence of
bilirubin 11101..or ~nII<x should serve merely to Lncr-oa ce the intcns:i. tie:;:;
of al I the cinglet;) wi thin a grouT'. If this is not the easo then the
increased :intensities must be due to extra 11no8 fr:)In the vinyl groups,
[:0 that the first or-der- approach used here is not Gtric-Gl,Yvalid.113c
Tho theoretical model requires that t.he AB pr-otonn should give.
rise to four pairs of doublets* in this case; only five doublet8 are
obner-ved in the spectrwn. The pa.ir centred at 4.70'1::' are complete and
r-epr-enerrt one proton. The highfield part of the doublet at 3.72'<:'
must be obscured by the singlet at 3.91't' while the 10i-Tfield courrter-par-t c
of' the doublets at 4.431:' and 4.47 ~ must themselves form the singlet
a t 4.311:' •
Inspection of the spectrum readily shows two values for JAB'
thus the doublet at 3.721: and the two doublets centred at 4.70'1:'
represent part of one pair of AB protons (JAB = 4Hz) 1-7hile the
doublets at 4.43-r- and 4.47"t: represent part of the other ABprotons
JAB = 2Hz). Consider the case irher-e JAB = 4Hz. By d.irect comparison
uith -the theoretical model, the doublets centred at 4.70-r: arise from
the D proton, while the counterpart of the doublet at 3.72"t: is only
syrru!Jetric8.11ylocated under the Binglet at 3.91"t' if SAX :: 19Hz :z
SAIXI • 'Phus the AlBIXl system is identified and the complete
analysis is shown in }t'igure A.4.
By c. similar argument, the doublets at 4.471:" and 4.431:'
* The torm "doublet" is used here to describe one half of an
.AB - type quar-te t rather than the 1 : 1 doublet produced when one
proton iE split by another on an adjacent carbon atom, each being
in a different chemical environment.
,""I - 'rAI~1 5BIX1I I I II ,I I' II
I t I I I II "I I I I If I I'
I I , It II I
I II 'I
I I I I II
I I I
. , I I r II
I I II II
JAB :: 4Hz1 1










FIGURE A.4. THE ANALYSIS OF THE A1B1X1VINYL GROUP
- (iv.)
'I'he ana Lvr i c- of' tt-.o A .,..,V' c~,,~·t"'·I' 'l' <, sho '11 .in ~,~'''''1''' A r:'c; ex- c•• ' ;".L. c» - L~ 2).)2''\.2'-',:..' '::,.., .,~, ,c. ~ ... 6.... ,_ .:;. , where it
is ~een th~t the singlet at 4.)Or is, in fact, compounded from tyO
ovorlapping doublets.
'I'he tvro A11,,{nystems are not zp0cificu,lly assigned to the 'C(3)
and C(18) vil'\,vl gr-oups , AlthouCh Xl r-e sonate s at Lowo r f'Le Ld t.han
x2) the r-oconance po s it Lons of AIBI and A B bear no r-e Lat i onoh.i.p to2 2
these nor to each qther. Houeve r if Xl and l'2 are regarded as protons
of a rnethy I gr.oup, then the ar-gument used to distinr':.':llish the C(2) and
CCl'!) mothyL groups suggests tlmt A1:B1Xl arid A2B2X2 arc the cO) and
C(lS) vinyl groups r08pectively.
The resonance at Lovest field, -1.9()rc , in bilirubin (and
mesobilirubin) is a ssl gned to the carboxylic acid protons for reasons
already given in section 2.2.1 of this thef:lis. The remaining 101'l
fiel? siGnals must then be due to the :_gyrrole and lactarn N' -H groups.
P.yrroles und lactams can usually be distin[,>"Uished,since pyrrole N-H
protons·are exchangeable in D20/Dci,whereas lactam N-H protons are
exchangeabl e onlyi,n D20/NaOD. l13d In the case of bilirubin and
menobilirubin all the N-I! protons are exchanged with D20 alone
(FiGUre 2.4.). Mesobilirubin shows two singlets at +0.20"t' (2H) and
- 0.35-e (2H), whereas bilirubin shovs singlets at +0.10~ (m),
-0.02"t (IH) and -0.451:' (2H), tb'e latter being resolved on scale
expansion into t;·;o over-Lappd.ng singlets 0.03't' apart. The resonances
at -0.45"'t' in bilirubin and -0.35't' in mosobilirubin are assigned to
the N-H protons of the pyrrole rings. These are essentially magnetically
equivalent in both compounds and those in bilirubin would be expected
to cha.nge in -position but little on reduction of the vinyl groups.
The remaining' singlets at +O.lO--c and -0.021: in bilirubin and the
signal at +0.20"'t' in l'lesobilirubin are assigned to the lactam N-H
protons of rings A a.nd D, althouch no specific assignment is made in
JA 8 = 2Hz2 2
SA X =16Hz
2 '2

















FIGURE A.S. THE ANALYSIS OF THE A282X2 VINYL GROUP
(v.) -
th f b'1' b' I th " bl' h 1 • ... t)g tle case 0 ~ 1ru In. n c pu 18 e~ asslgnmen~, 1e
resonance3 e;t +0.10 -e and -0.04'1:' are assigned to the pyrrolo N--II
:protons "'hile that at -O.45'"t' is a.ssignod to the Lactam N-H pr-otonn,
I
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Short Communication
Tautomerism and Hydrogen Bonding In Bilirubin
By D. W. HUTCHINSON, B. JOHNSON and A. J. KNELL·
8choolo/ Mokcular8cienceB, UniverMtyo/ Warwick,OOfJentry OV4 7AL, U.K., and King's OoUege
HoapUal, DenmarkHiU, London8.E.5. U.K.
(Beceitled 13 April 1971)
The tautomerism of bilirubin has been the subject
of recent investigations (Kuenzle, 1970; Nichol &
Morell, 1969) and we now present additional evi-
dence that the lactam form is the predominant
tautomer in solution and in the solid state.
The tH n.m.r. spectrum of bilirubin (40mg,
70 #'IIlol) in carefully dried [2H,]dimethyl sulph-
oxide (0.5ml) exhibits broad singlets at 8 - 11.90
(2H). 10.50 (2H), 10.10 (IU) and 9.95 (IH) p.p.m.
(Kuenzle, 1970). but no signal at 5.25p.p.m., which
has been attributed (Nichol & Morell, 1969) to the
enolic protons of the lactim tautomer. We have
found that, although all low-field signals collapse on
addition of deuterium oxide (20,u, Immol), when
water (IO,u. 0.5mmol) is added to a similar solution
of bilirubin in [2H,]dimethyl sulphoxide only the
signal at I1.90p.p.m.disappears. Then.m.r.spectra
of solutions of N.benzoylglycine or 2,4·dimethyl-
pyrrole-3-propionic acid (Morsingh & MacDonald,
1960) in dry [lH,]dimethyl sulphoxide are also
affected by the addition of water. In these cases the
signals due to hydroxylic protons disappear, where-
&8 signals due to protons attached to nitrogen atoms
persist. These results suggest that in bilirubin two
protons are attached to oxygen atoms and that the
1actam tautomer is the predominant form in solu-
tion in dry [lH,]dimethyl sulphoxide.
Tritiated bilirubin was prepared by direct ex-
change (Brodersen. Flodgaard & Krogh-Hansen,
1967) in an atmosphere of dry nitrogen. The specific
radioactivity of two preparations, carefully dried
to constant radioactivity, indicated that 5.95 (aver-
age of seven determinations) and 6.03 (average of
six determinations) atoms of tritium had been
incorporated into each molecule of bilirubin. An
earlier report that only four atoms of tritium are
incorporated per bilirubin molecule (Brodersen
eIal. 1967) may be explained by the extreme rapidity
of exchange of the hydroxylic protons with adventi-
tious water.
Additional evidence that all six protons in bili-
rubin can undergo exchange is provided by i.r.
• ~t addrellll: King'. College HOIpital, Denmark
Bill, London 8.:1.6. U.K.
spectroscopy. The i.r. spectrum (Nujol mull or
potassium chloride disc) of fully deuterated bili-
rubin, prepared as described above by direct ex-
change in an atmosphere of dry nitrogen, has no
absorption maxima in the region 3000-3600cm-1
due to O-H or N-H vibrations. If a potassium
bromide disc of deuterated bilirubin is prepared,
deuteron-proton exchange with the slightly hygro-
scopic matrix produces absorption maxima in the
region of 3400 and 3225 em -1, as found for undeuter-






Fig. I. Ta.utomeric forms of bilirubin.
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carbonyl stretching vi brnt.ion of tho propionic acid
side chains of undouterutcd bilirubin appears in tho
i.r. spectrum at W90CIll-1 (Brodersen et al. 1967;
Fog & .lr-llum. 1963; Newbold & LeBlanc, 19(4).
We have found that the position of this band dons
not alu-r whether the sumplo is prepared as it Nujol
mull, pot.assium bromiri« disc or in solution (chloro-
form or dioxan). In contrast, the carbonyl st.retch-
ing vibration of 2,4-dilllethylpyrrolc-:l-propionic
acid is st.rongty dr-pondont. on tho medium, ranging
from 1690cm--1 (Nujol mull) to 17:15cllCI (dioxan
solution).
Thc-«. results SUgg(,Ht t.hat the carbonyl groups of
t he propionic acid side chuins in bilirubin participate
in strong intramolecular hydrogen bond" and that
tho hydrogon-bonding does not ultor with medium.
Two structures (I and I r, Fig. I) aro possible on
str-ric grounds (Brodersen et al. 19tH) and we believe
that tho conformation of the molr-culo is the same in
solution and in the solid state. Hydrogen-honding
between the hydroxyl groups of the propionic side
«huins and the 7T-"leetroll syst.cm of tho pyrrole
rings (Kuenzle, 1970) should not lower tho carbonyl
strotdling frequency to 1690crn-1 and we consider
thnt this form of bonding is unlikely in bilirubin.
Mtuerials, Bilirubin was obtained from BDH
Chemicals Ltd. (Poolo, Dorset, U.K.) and rocryst.al-
lizod from chloroforrn-rnothanol (Found: C, 67.9;
H, 6.0; N, 9.2; C33HJ6N406 requires C, 67.8; H, 6.2;
N, 9.!l%). It had It light-absorption maximum in
chloroform at 454nm (EO 59400). Douterated bili-
rubin had an absorption maximum in chloroform at
450nm (EO 58300).
Infrared spectra were recorded with a I)erkin-
Elmcr 621 speet.rometcr and 1Hn.m.r. spectra were
recorded with a Pr-rkin=Elmor H12 spectrometer.
The tritium content of samples was measured with
It Packard 4000 scintillation counter by using a
dioxan-based scintillation medium oontaining naph-
thaleno (60g/I), 2,5-diphenyloxuzole (4g/l) and 1,4-
bis-(5-phcnyloxuzol-2-yl)benzene (0.1 gill.
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TIle Readioa between Bilirubin and Aromatic Diazo Compounds
By D. W. HUI'CHINSONand B. JOHNSON
DeJltll'lment 0/ Molecular Sciences, University 0/ Warwick, Coventry CV4 7AL, U.K.
and A. 1. KNELL
Liver Unit, King's College Hospital, Denmark Hill, London SE5 9RS, U.K.
(Received 18 February 1972)
Bilirubin (I) reacts with diazotized aromatic amines
and is cleaved at the central methylene bridge to form
two isomeric azopigments (II and llI). The reaction
between bilirubin (I) and diazotized sulphanilic acid
is used to determine the concentrations of bilirubin
and its COtVulates in sera [the van den Bergh reaction
(Hijmans van den Bergh &; Snapper, 1913)]. The
structures of the azopigments derived from diazotized
ethyl anthranilate and aniline have been established
(Jansen &; Sto11,1971), and the reaction with diazo-
tized ethyl anthranilate has been used in the deter-
mination of the structures of bilirubin conjugates
(Compernolle et al., 1970). The van den Bergh re-
action is thought to occur in two steps, and it has been
suggested that the central methylene bridge carbon
atom of bilirubin (I) is released as formaldehyde
during the second step of the reaction (Overbeek
et 01., 1955). However, formaldehyde could not be
detected in the distillate from the van den Bergh
reaction by using 3-methyl-2-benzothiazolone hydra-
zone, which reacts with formaldehyde to form a blue
































M =CH3; V = CH=CH2; P = CHl-CH2-COzH
Scheme 1. Suggested mechanism for the formation of formaldehyde from bilirubin (I)
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Scheme 2. Reaction between dimedone and form-
aldehyde
A mechanism for the formation of formaldehyde
from bilirubin (I) is suggested in Scheme 1; it should
be noted that initial attack by the diazonium ion
could occur at either of the pyrrole rings flanking the
central methylene bridge.
We now report that formaldehyde is formed during
the van den Bergh reaction and can be detected as
formaldehyde dimethone (V), the product of the
reaction between formaldehyde and 5,5-dimethyl-
cyclohexane-l,3-dione (dimedone) (IV) (Scheme 2).
Experimental
With free bilirubin, the van den Bergh reaction can
be carried out in a chloroform-methanol medium.
Since both these reagents contain Cl units that could
give rise to formaldehyde, this solvent system was
abandoned in favour of a 1,2-dichloroethane-2-
methylpropan-2-o1 medium, although the reaction
was much slower in this medium.
Bilirubin (19Smg, 0.33mrnol) was suspended in a
mixture of 1,2-dichloroethane (SOml) and 2,methyl-
propan-z-ol (50ml). A solution of benzenediazonium
chloride (2mrnol) was added and the mixture stirred
in a closed flask, in the dark, at room temperature for
30min. A further quantity of benzenediazonium
chloride (2mrnol) was added and the solution stirred
for 30min more. The reaction mixture was then
evaporated to dryness, the solvents being distilled
into a solution of dimedone (200mg) in 2-methyl-
propan-z-ol (50ml), with the receiver connected to a
second vessel containing a similar solution of di-
medone in 2-methylpropan-2-ol. The dimedone solu-
tions were combined and heated under gentle reflux
for 30rnin. After cooling and removal of the solvents
in vacuo, t.l.c. of the residue (on silica gel, with chloro-
form as solvent) showed the presence of formalde-
hyde dirnethone (V), RI' 0.44. No formaldehyde
dirnethone (V) was obtained from two control re-
actions, one in which the benzenediazonium chloride
was omitted and the other in which the bilirubin was
omitted. The formaldehyde dimethone (V) was
isolated by elution from a silicic acid column with
light petroleum (b.p. 6O-8O°C)-diethyl ether (3:1,
v/v). The isolated material was identical in all respects
with an authentic sample of formaldehyde dimethone
(V). The recovery of the compound (V) was up
to 20% (20mg) of the theoretical amount. When
1,2-dichloroethane (50ml) and 2-mcthylpropan-
2-01 (SOrnl) containing formaldehyde [lOmg, equi-
valent to 195mg of bilirubin (I)] were distilled as
above, the formaldehyde dimethone (V) recovered
never exceeded 20% of the theoretical amount
(lOOmg).
Materials
Bilirubin was obtained from BDH Chemicals Ltd.
(Poole, Dorset, U.K.) and was purified by the method
of Fog (1964) before use (Found: C, 67.9; H, 6.0;
N, 9.2; C33Hl,N.O, requires C, 67.8; H, 6.2; N,
9.6%). Ithad a light-absorption maximum in chloro-
form at 454nrn (e 59400). 1,2-Dichloroethane and
2-methylpropan-2-o1 were distilled before use, and the
dimedone was used without further purification.
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